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Assembly Seat: Protest Over Plot By Gov Emmanuel To Impose Cousin

BY INIOBONG SUNDAY, UYO

Tension has enveloped Onna
Local Government Area of
Akwa Ibom State, as governor
Udom Emmanuel’s kinsmen
have staged a protest over

alleged plot by the Peoples
Democratic Party, PDP, to
take the primaries of the
constituency to a police
barracks with a view to
manipulating the process to
favour the governor’s cousin.

Governor Emmanuel, who
hails from Onna, is being
accused of having concluded
plans to skew the primaries
in favour of his cousin, Mr.
Sunday Johnny, who is among
contenders in the race for the

state House of Assembly.
Our
Correspondent
gathered from sources that
the plan to move the Onna
state constituency primaries
of the PDP from the council
secretariat to the Police Special

Protection Unit, PSPU, Awa,
or Awa Primary School, was
perfected on Thursday, May 12,
2022, at a hotel along C Line,
Ewet Housing Estate in Uyo.

EFCC Nabs AGF Idris
Over N80bn Fraud
Arrest followed failure to honour invitation
Gunmen Kill
Traders Lament Losses, As FCTA Demolishes Mini Market
323 Security
Societies, NCWS, close to FCT before they came up for the
Administration secretariat in demolition.
Agents In
Traders at Area 11 Mini Area 11.
A trader, Rafat Mohammed
Market were on Monday
During the demolition said she was worried because
2022
thrown into confusion as the exercise tagged ‘city clean she had nowhere to start up
FCT Ministerial Taskforce up,’ the traders, mostly food again.
– Report
on City Sanitation stormed vendors, told journalists
“This is worrying; where will
BY ISMAILA JIMOH, ABUJA
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the market to carry out
demolition exercise.
It was gathered that the
land on which the market
was situated belongs to
National Council of Women

that they were given three
months by the task force
team to vacate the area, but
they were still waiting for the
administration to allocate
another place to them

I go and start? Government
suppose to provide an
alternative place for us before
the demolition,” she said.
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From left: Special Envoy of South Sudan President, Mr Albino Ayuel; President Muhammadu Buhari and Minister of State
for Foreign Affairs, Amb Zubairu Dada after a meeting at the Presidential Villa, Abuja recently. PHOTO: NAN
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Representative of the Director General, National Youth Service Corps (NYSC), Mr Leke Abiodun (4th R), Director of Farms and Ventures, NYSC, Prince Mohammed Momoh (3rd L), and
other participants during the opening ceremony of NYSC Farms and Ventures Managers Workshop in Abuja on Monday. PHOTO: DEBORAH BADA/MO/NAN

Isiguzo To Journalists: Report Only Facts
FROM ABDULLAHI IDRIS, BAUCHI

National President, Nigeria
Union of Journalists, NUJ,
Comrade Chris Isiguzo, has
tasked journalists to uphold
their watchdog responsibility
as the 2023 General Elections
draw nearer.
Isiguzo made the call in
Bauchi yesterday, during a book
launch entitled ‘My Journey’
written by Mr Shuaibu Leman,
the National Secretary of NUJ
in marking his retirement as a
civil servant.
He
emphasised
that

journalists
should
be
circumspect and disseminate
only factual accounts of events.
“Political actors are already
on a rampage somewhat. They
are everywhere saying so many
things. The things they will do;
the things they will not do
and the things they don’t have
capacity for doing.
“It now behoves the media
to rise to the occasion and
critically look at what they are
saying; examine their policy
documents, their visions and
missions and all their promises.
“We must rise to the occasion

and not remain as lap dogs, we
must be watchdogs as we have
been clearly defined to be”, he
said.
The NUJ President described
the author as a selfless man who
had rendered a meritorious
service to the NUJ, hence the
array of journalists that turned
up for the occasion to celebrate
him.
In his remarks Leman said
that the book was a compilation
of what NUJ had done and
what it had not succeeded in
doing in the past 19 years.
“We tried our best and we

hope those who will come after
us will do more. Even as I leave
the union, my greatest regret
would be the poor welfare
package for journalists.
“Journalists in Nigeria are
not properly remunerated
and we have tried our best to
change the situation”, he said.
He
also
called
on
governments at all levels to
prioritise protection of lives
and property of journalists,
adding
that
journalists
remained pivotal to the
advancement of democracy in
the country.

NDLEA Partners NCWS To Check Drug Abuse Among Women
National Drug Law Enforcement
Agency, NDLEA, yesterday
promised to partner the National
Council for Women Societies,
NCWS, to address drug abuse
among women.
Chairman/Chief Executive
of the NDLEA, Brig.-Gen.
Buba Marwa ,retd, made the
promise when the newly elected
President of NCWS, Hajiya Lami
Lau, led a delegation on a visit to
the directorate in Abuja.
Congratulating the new
executive, Marwa noted that
the NCWS was central to the
ongoing drug demand reduction
and drug supply control efforts
in Nigeria.

He said that the level of
drug abuse in the country was
worrisome, hence the need for
partnership with all stakeholders
to reduce drug usage.
The chief executive of the
NDLEA said that he was happy
to know that the NCWS had
structures in local government
areas and communities.
“When you look at the size of
Nigerians that use drugs, which
is about 15 million, you will
understand why some families
and societies are being destroyed
and terrible crimes committed.
“Drugs are wiping out
our
future
generation.
Unfortunately, one in every four

that use drugs is a woman. This
may appear to be 25% only.
“But when you consider that
the women include mothers
who are setting examples for
children, you can understand
the impact of this on a child,” he
said.
“The NDLEA boss said drug
abuse by pregnant women could
have adverse effects on the
unborn children.
Marwa said that women
that used drugs were afraid of
stigmatisation, hence they do
not seek help or treatment.
He noted that of all the
persons counseled and treated
by the command, only five per

cent are women.
“This is the area that we call
on the NCWS to support our
partnership and advocacy for
women to renounce drugs and
seek help and treatment.
“We will work with your state
offices to sweep drugs off our
streets as much as possible, but
we need to face the demand end,
hence the need for collaboration
with the NCWS”, he said.
Lami said the partnership
between the two bodies
to combat drug abuse was
important in view of the
disturbing prevalence of the
menace among women in the
country.

Presidency: I’m In The
Race To Unite NigeriaOhuabunwa

BY GODWIN MBACHU, ABUJA

Ahead of the 2023 general elections,
presidential aspirant under the
Peoples Democratic Party, PDP, Mazi
Sam Ohuabunwa has said he was in
the race to unite the country.
Ohuabunwa, a former president
of the Manufacturing Association
of Nigeria, MAN, said what Nigeria
needed most was someone who
understood the diverse nature and
culture to unify the country.
He noted that the country had
never been more divided than now
in religious and primordial lines,
which he said was orchestrated by the
ruling All Progressive Congress, APC,
government.
The presidential hopeful spoke
in Abuja when he met with former
members of the PDP National
Working Committee, NWC, and
members of the Northern Journalists
Forum, NJF.
“I am coming to unite this nation;
I am a unifier; I am a man who can
unite heterogeneous groups and make
them achieve what others can achieve,
which is the same thing and what
is that? Food on the table, equity,
justice and fairness. If you want to
unite people remove those things
that divide them, like state of origin,
religion, zoning, LG and create a level
playing field; nobody will be cheated,”
he said.
Ohuabunwa further argued that
the state of origin syndrome should
be jettisoned and replaced with the
state of residence, which he said had
fueled division and nepotism in the
country.
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To operate a world class print media
organisation collocated with
positive journalistic ethics and
practices at its peak to our beloved
readers in Nigeria.

MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is to create hard-breaking national
and international news, as it unfolds. We deliver
unparalleled perspectives across multiple
categories including politics, health, entertainment,
education, classy, judiciary, parliament, foreign
affairs, business, sports and more.

Anxiety Over The Soaring Prices Of Bread
With global price of wheat reaching an
unprecedented high at €435, $453, per tonne in
the European market, there are fears that this will
escalate as the Russia-Ukraine debacle persists,
while spilling over into the African market.
The price of the commodity continued to soar
following supply disruptions linked to Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine.
The Food and Agriculture Organisation, FAO,
of the United Nations had said both countries
accounted for around 30 percent and 20 percent
of global wheat and maize exports, respectively.
The surge in prices, worsened by fertilizer
shortages and poor harvests, has also propelled a
spike in global inflation and raised fears of famine
and social unrest in poorer countries.
According to reports by the FAO, global wheat
prices soared by 19.7 percent in April.
On Saturday, India, the world’s second-largest
wheat producer, said it was banning exports as a
scorching heat wave negatively impacted output
and domestic prices hit a record high at 25,000
rupees, $320 per tonne.
Its government said it was worried about the
food security of its own 1.4 billion people amid
low production and higher global prices.
The ban drew criticism from several
industrialised nations, which said that such
measures “would worsen the crisis” of rising
commodity prices across the world.
However, India said export deals agreed upon
before the new directive could still be honoured,
but future shipments needed government
approval.
In Nigeria, wheat is the third most consumed

grain. By the end of Q3 2021, the data from the
National Bureau of Statistics, NBS, showed that
the country imported durum wheat and mackerel
worth N88.46 billion and N30.69 billion,
respectively, from Russia.
Durum wheat, also called pasta wheat or
macaroni wheat, is a tetraploid species of wheat.
It is useful in bread-making, and it is the second
most cultivated species of wheat after common
wheat.
Nigeria, like other countries, is currently
battling an inflation spike following geopolitical
tension and several issues relating to insecurity.
As an indispensable source of food, wheat
is typically milled into flour which is then used
to make a wide range of foods including bread,
crumpets, muffins, noodles, pasta, biscuits,
cakes, pastries, cereal bars, sweet and savoury
snack foods, crackers, crisp-breads, sauces,
confectionery among others.
It is even believed that unprocessed wheat
which is believed to contain a rich quantity of
fibre is a healthy source of flour for food essential
for some health-related issues.
The staples from wheat have continued to
enrich the culinary essence of most average
homes in Nigeria and any escalating cost of the
product would have a damning effect on many
homes and indeed the nation’s economy which is
already battered on various fronts.
We are concerned that living conditions of the
ordinary Nigerian who rely heavily on bread and
pasta could dip intolerably if the cost of these
items continue to soar unprecedentedly.
Indeed, the various derivatives from wheat
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are an essential part of Nigerians’ lifestyle and
taking them off the stores would have damning
consequences that may take a long time for
consumers to absorb.
We recall that there were conscious efforts by
successive governments in the country to boost
local production of wheat, but why those lofty
moves have not translated to any tangible results
still remains a fundamental question.
There is a need to continue to sustain the
revolution in wheat production just like rice
which has received several boosts to revamp
local production. Stating that the grain holds
so much for our food industry, cannot be overemphasized. It is therefore incumbent for some
drastic measures to be taken to shore up local
production in order to withstand any likely shocks
that the Russia-Ukraine scenario is foisting on us.
While some of these countries are tightening
their export regime on some of these crucial
grains, it’s a wake-up call for our government to
look at various options outside the traditional
exporting countries.
It is of essence that local farmers be given the
necessary impetus to enhance production, such
that reliance on import would be minimal if not
totally eliminated.
We are worried that lofty policies are often
jettisoned even when their futuristic impacts are
well in sight.
Historically, notwithstanding the seeming
insubstantial nature of bread, it had however
sparked deadly protests in some parts of the
world. It is therefore not an issue to be treated
with levity.
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“Corruption is one of the
manifestations or incentives for
mis-procurement.
“It has over time been a major
source of pecuniary gain as
people see it as the main source
of unearned income.
“So, it is better to put measures
in place to limit incidences
from happening rather than
thinking of arresting people and
prosecuting them.”
– Executive Secretary,
Tertiary Education Trust Fund,
TETFund, Sonny Echono.
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NSCDC Harps On Security Knowledge,
Rewards 103 Officials
FROM FUNSO OJO, AKURE

Nigeria Security and Civil Defence
Corps, NSCDC, has reiterated the
need for Nigerians to invest in
training that would improve their
security knowledge for a secured
and criminally-reduced country.
Commandant of NSCDC
in Ondo State, Dr Hammed
Abodunrin made the emphasis at
the weekend during a chat with
journalists in Akure the Ondo state
capital.
Abodunrin explained that the
best form of security was personal
security, saying that without
knowledge of security, it would
be difficult to know when dangers

Audi
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NYSC, National Cultural Troupe
performing, at the opening
ceremony 2022 NYSC CDS
launch and DG’s CDS Award in
Abuja, Recently.
Photo: NAN

were looming.
He said that the deployment of
technology and knowledge was
an important factor to curb and
reduce criminality in the country.
“If we don’t give security
education, people won’t know. The
best form of security is the one you
provide for yourself. It is a reflex
action. If you touch a hot object,
you remove your hand. Nobody will
tell you. That is what security is.
“If you feel that a place is not
safe, you don’t go there. Nobody
needs to tell you that. If there is
anything happening in the streets
of the UK, within some minutes,
security operatives will arrive.
“Not only because they have
technology alone, but because they
have a conscious population who
can really tell the story and how
it happened. Here, we don’t have
such knowledge.
“We can be saying that when you
see something, say something, but
before you can say something, you
must identify what you have seen.
If you don’t know that what you
have seen is dangerous, you won’t
say anything.
“l don’t know how many
journalists can recognise an IED
when they see it. That is why we
want to also train media operators

to know that their job is also risky.
“We will carry them along and
see how we can protect them on
the field. We have lost many of
them.
“There are positions you should
be in when you are hearing
gunshots. Except if someone
points a gun at you, you cannot be
crippled by gunshots if you are in
such positions”, he stated.
On Ondo State Security
Awareness for Everybody, OSSAE,
the commandant said that the
Commandant General of the
NSCDC had initiated the children’s
version whereby school children
would be taught security tips.
“The school security project is
ongoing. We are succeeding in
Ondo State, especially in the area
of keeping people informed on
personal security. The children’s
version is the initiative of the
commandant general.
“It’s to look at security threats
around our school”.
In another development the
NSCDC says it has rewarded
no fewer than 103 officials for
outstanding performance in the
state.
The State Commandant, Dr
Hammed Abodunrin, made the
disclosure in an interview with

journalists on Sunday in Akure.
Besides, Abodunrin said three
officers of the command were
recently rewarded by the NSCDC
headquarters, Abuja, for gallantry
and bravery while apprehending
criminals in the state.
The commandant said the
affected officials were given letters
of commendation as reward
and encouragement for their
outstanding performance.
Abodunrin said that the
gesture was to appreciate their
contribution for making him the
Best Commandant and the Best
Command Awards in the country
for three consecutive times.
According to him, any leader
that is conscious of success will
imbibe the policy of reward for hard
work, dedication and exceptional
performance.
Abodunrin, who said that
none of his personnel had been
sanctioned since he assumed office
in the command, said that the
commendation letter was to spur
them to do more for the command.
The commandant, who explained
that the Awards were received in
September 2021, December 2021
and March 2022, said it was a
quarterly event in the civil defence
corps.

“Apart from the three officers who
got an award from headquarters, I
gave out a letter of commendation
to about 103 personnel in March.
“Because a manager doesn’t carry
a shovel, digger or hammer, he only
tells people what to do as a manager
and he becomes a good manager.
“So, if l was pronounced the Best
Commandant for three consecutive
times, then I should identify
people who have been doing it at
their various units, departments
including local governments.
“Somebody who is coming to
office early enough is part of those
who are making us proud, and the
only strength that we have as an
agency in Nigeria today is hardwork
and integrity”, he said.
In the 2023 general elections,
Abodunrin said that the command
has started engaging stakeholders
including electoral officers, media,
security operations, political parties
in the state on the need for peaceful
conduct.
“We are preparing for the
upcoming elections and aside
from our uniform personnel; we
will deploy our intelligence officers.
“Elections should have been so
easy if politicians were ready to just
play according to the rules of the
game”, he said.
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NEWS IN BRIEF
FG To Resume Abuja-Kaduna
Train Service May 23

Federal Government, through the Federal Ministry of
Transportation, FMoT, has directed that the Abuja-Kaduna
Train Service, AKTS, should resume on May 23.
Deputy Director, Public Relations of the Nigeria Railway
Corporation, NRC, Mr Yakub Mahmood, made this known
in a statement issued in Lagos on Monday.
A Kaduna-bound train from Abuja was attacked on March
28 by armed bandits, during which at least eight persons were
killed and others kidnapped or missing.

UK High Commission Collaborates With
Brokers To Enhance Insurance
Nigeria’s High Commissioner to United Kingdom, UK, Mr
Sarafa Isola, has expressed readiness to help publicise the
services of members of the Nigeria Council of Registered
Insurance Brokers, NCRIB.
A statement by NCRIB yesterday in Lagos said Isola gave
the assurance during a visit by a delegation of the NCRIB,
led by its President, Mr Rotimi Edu, to the Nigeria High
Commission in the UK.

NGO Tasks Women In Leadership On
Mitigating GBV

COMFORT
MARY MBAGWU
SMOOTHIE MAKER

Phone Number:
07035797531
E-mail:
mbagwuamaka@gmail.com
Office Address:
Zone E, Apo Resettlement Area,
Gudu District, Abuja.
Instagram handle:
@smoothie_palace
Facebook
Smoothie Palace
Chiamaka Mary Mbagwu is rare kind of
entrepreneur and the CEO of Smoothie Palace,
gifted in making food and beverages such as
made-to-order smoothies, natural fruit juice,
fruit parfait, salads, tiger nut milk, etc.
She is a graduate of Industrial Engineering
from the Regional Institute of Industrial
Engineering, Biotechnology, and Applied
Sciences, Cotonou, Republic of Benin. Inspired
by an entrepreneurship programme organized
by Linda Ikeji, she carved a niche for herself
in the food and beverage industry through
her resilience, consistency and delivering of
excellent services.
Smoothie Palace also provides home and office
deliveries for individuals and organizations in
need of good food and beverages for breakfast,
lunch, meetings, conferences and more.
Chiamaka hopes to build a brand that will
satisfy the need for healthy, natural foods and
beverages.

An NGO, Global Women for Quality and Sustainable
Development Initiative, GWSD, has urged women in
leadership positions in Edo State to use their various
offices to mitigate gender-based violence, GBV, in the
society.
Executive Director of GWSD, Mrs Mariam KadiriEzolome, stated this during a capacity building on
stimulating women for leadership positions, held in
Benin on Monday.
The training was aimed at mitigating GBV through
protection.
Kadiri-Ezolome said that GBV would be alleviated in
the society, if more women were empowered and speak
out against it.

TODAY’S WEATHER
FORECAST
CITY

MORNING E VENING

ABUJA
LAGOS

34°C
34°C

23°C
24°C

CALABAR

32°C

22°C

P-H

33°C

23°C

ENUGU

33°C

23°C

KADUNA

35°C

21°C

YOLA

37°C

24°C

LOKOJA

36°C

24°C
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The strategy seeks to facilitate Saudi non-oil exports to reach global markets by closing financing gaps and reducing export risks

EXIM Launches Five-Year Plan To
Boost Non-Oil Exports
Saudi Export-Import Bank, known as
Saudi EXIM, has launched its five-year
strategic plan, from 2022 to 2026, the
Saudi Press Agency reported yesterday.
The strategy seeks to facilitate Saudi
non-oil exports to reach global markets
by closing financing gaps and reducing
export risks.
It focuses on maximising the
economic impact of the bank’s activities

and improving customer experience, as
well as ensuring financial sustainability
and operational efficiency, the report
said.
It is part of the bank’s efforts to
contribute to achieving the Kingdom’s
Vision 2030 goal of increasing Saudi
non-oil exports.
Recall that last month, the Saudi
Export-Import Bank allocated around

SR250 million, $66.6 million, for small
and medium enterprises in the first
quarter of 2022, and plans to earmark
another SR300 million by the end of the
year.
“About 42 percent of our client
base currently are SMEs. From the
bank’s inception to the end of 2021, we
approved over SR1.2 billion for them,”
Saad Alkhalb, CEO of Saudi EXIM Bank,

told the media.
The bank signed a tripartite
memorandum of understanding on April
19 with Monsha’at and the International
Islamic Trade Finance Corp. to launch a
program to support SMEs exports.
“With this MoU, we expect to release
SR300 million in the latter part of 2022,”
he said on the sidelines of the MoU
signing event.

Dutch Artist Satori Headlines Desert Sound Event In Riyadh
Last Friday, a vibrant series of electronic
house music bounced off the hills of the
Riyadh desert at the NOX Camp Desert
Resort, bringing together music, art and
desert-sport lovers alike in a one-of-akind event.
The exclusive music and art event
organiser, Desert Sound Entertainment,
presented their premiere “Mars Escape”
experience to the Saudi community,
transporting about 1,000 attendees
to another dimension made distinct
by live art, festival makeup and fire
performances.
The moon shone, setting up the
atmosphere for the celestial night, the
music ascended. Headlined by Satori,
the international DJ lineup included
the likes of Alaa Jazaery, Rafa, NarkBeat,
and a surprise performance by local DJ
Ibbie.
The 10-hour festival saw a distinctive
blend of artists taking to the main
stage. Rafa gave the crowd a sensual
and authentically earthy organic
house experience while NarkBeat’s
performance left the crowd in
anticipation with sultry Arabian oud

sounds. Alaa Jazaeri, founder of a similar
music festival titled “Narratives,” slowed
down the groove with an organic and
soulful house music set, taking festivalgoers on a mini-journey.
The diverse music echoing the valley
of the desert culminated with Satori, a
world-famous Dutch producer whose
music focuses on spirituality and
enlightenment. His set took off promptly
at midnight and closed the event. His
stop at Riyadh is part of his world tour
this month with upcoming shows in
Moscow, Stockholm and London.
“I would not imagine from this side
of the world that people would know me
and connect with the music in this way,
so it was really a big pleasure. I’ve been
playing in this region of course already
for a few years, if we speak about Dubai
or Egypt, I played in Oman and Lebanon,
but never in Saudi,” Satori said in an
exclusive interview with Arab News.
Satori’s mellow sounds, crafted
under the influence of the Japanese
term “Satori,” cannot be narrowed
down to a single genre, but rather a
feeling. His music combines elements

of self-exploration, earthy melodies,
psychedelic tones and vivid energy.
The crescendo of the piano, synthetic
electronic beats and kalimba prompted
a series of cheers as people danced.
Almost every listener was rhythmically
entranced, surrendering to the sound.
“For me it feels like I’m part
of innovation. There’s something
progressing and just to be part of that
is really a great honor. It feels like we’re
writing history and I’m kind of part
of that chapter,” he said of his recent
performance. “In the end, music is
a universal language, people would
connect to that or understand that
even if they’re not used to these types
of events. People will feel it.”
While primarily centered on the
musical performances, the Saudi General
Entertainment
Authority-certified
event also included an array of cultural
activities such as art installations,
graffiti sites and street art, virtual
reality booths, games, and live catering.
“We wanted to complete the music
experience as a whole, connecting with
nature and expressing through art and

feeling with music,” assistant manager,
Reema Al-Saud, told the media.
Event-goers were ready to indulge
in the cultural aspect of the experience.
“This is my first experience, and it gives
a nice vibe,” said attendee Bha’a Mahdi.
“I didn’t like that there wasn’t a big
crowd. The place is very, very gorgeous.
Incredible. It’s unreal. I liked the music,
but was hoping the music would have
more drops and highs. I felt united with
the desert, I even removed my shoes,”
he said.
Other members of the audience
had similar comments. “The location is
good, the vibe is nice. Just one thing: I
wish there were more people,” said one
attendee.
“The ground traps you. The sand
doesn’t give you a way to dance or walk,”
said another attendee.
This international lineup and diverse
activities come after a new wave of
events that cater to those music-lovers,
the latest being Freaks of Nature,
bringing new meaning to weekend
family entertainment ventures in
Riyadh.

Naif Arab University
Discusses Drones Tech
In S.Korean Workshop
Naif Arab University for Security
Sciences and the South Korea’s
National Police University
organised a workshop in
Cheonan titled “Methods and
strategies to confront the
dangers of drones in important
locations” to stay ahead of
technical developments and
risks in security.
The workshop began on May
16 and will continue until May
21 in cooperation with the UN
Office of Counter-Terrorism. It
is organized by NAUSS as part
of its annual programmes aimed
at developing international
strategic partnerships toward
combating terrorism.
From the Arab world, Saudi
Arabia,
Jordan,
Somalia,
Mauritania, Qatar, Bahrain,
Oman and Libya are taking part
in the workshop with the goal
of strengthening international
efforts to address drone risks.
The workshop discusses
several important themes
in the field of drone benefits
and security risks. Attendees
will be taught the benefits of
the devices as a security tool,
procedures to combat misuse,
thermal imaging monitoring,
detection systems, accident
analysis and risk evaluation.
NAUSS
President
Dr.
Abdulmajeed bin Abdullah AlBunyan thanked the National
Police University for hosting the
workshop, especially in light of
the rise in drone-related security
risks and attacks perpetrated
by terrorist groups that target
infrastructure and security.
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79k e-transactions completed since March 202. (SPA)

79k E-Transactions
Completed Since
March 2020 - Ministry
Of Justice
Almost
79,000
property
e-conveyancing
transactions
have been processed since the
launch of the Najiz.sa service in
March 2020, the Saudi Ministry
of Justice announced.
The total value of the
transactions exceeds SR11 billion,
$2.9 billion.
“The service is available
through the Najiz.sa portal at
ept.moj.gov.sa,” the ministry said.
“The upper limit for the
e-conveyance of property has
been raised from SR3 million to
SR20 million.”
The service has been
streamlined to enable electronic
agreement on sale terms without
a notary’s certification, so that
the operation can be completed
in less than one hour.
It had also enabled digital
verification of bank accounts and
payment of property transaction
tax.
As part of several reforms
and development initiatives, the
Ministry of Justice is working
on enhancing digitisation and
providing innovative tech
solutions that facilitate services,
simplify procedures and boost
security.
“In cooperation with the Saudi
Central Bank, the ministry made
it available through 17 local
and international banks,” the
statement said.

Surgeons Separate Yemeni Twins
In 15-Hour Operation
Team of specialist surgeons in Saudi
Arabia have successfully separated
Yemeni conjoined twins Yousef and
Yassin after a “complicated” non-stop
surgery that lasted 15-hours.
“In implementation of directives of
King Salman, Saudi Arabia’s specialist
surgeons have once again succeeded
to separate the Yemeni twins Yousef
and Yassin, sons of Mohammed
Abdulrahman, during a complicated
non-stop 15-hour long operation
in which 24 doctors specialised in
pediatric neurosurgery, plastic surgery,
anesthesia, and nursing led by Dr.

Mutasem Al-Zughaibi took part in
the operation,” said the King Salman
Humanitarian Aid and Relief Centre,
KSRelief, in a statement to the media.
Dr. Abdullah Al-Rabeeah, supervisor
general of KSRelief and head of
the medical and surgical team for
separation operations, said that the
four-phase surgery is among the most
complicated. The twins were conjoined
in several organs and 24 doctors were
involved in the procedure to separate
them.
Dr. Nazar Al-Zughaibi, head of
pediatric anesthesia at the King

Abdullah Specialised Children’s
Hospital, KASCH, at the National
Guard Health Affairs in Riyadh,
where the conjoined separation was
completed, said: “This was a complex
operation due to the twin sharing in
the sinuses, cerebral venous and parts
of the brain.”
“The operation was carried out in
several stages: Anesthesia, navigation
planning, preparing for surgery,
skincare, and preparation for brain
tissues, bone and reconstruction by
plastic surgery,” Al-Zughaibi added.
“The condition of the separated

Saudi FM Meets Thai Counterpart In Riyadh

Saudi Arabia’s Foreign Minister
Prince Faisal bin Farhan met
with his Thai counterpart Don
Pramudwinai in Riyadh yesterday.
During the meeting, the two
officials reviewed bilateral relations
between the two countries and
ways to enhance, develop, and
advance them in various fields.
They also exchanged views on
regional and international issues
of common interest.
Ties between the Kingdom and
Thailand were renewed in January,
following Thai Prime Minister
Prayut Chan-o-cha’s visit to Riyadh
on the invitation of Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman.
The visit was the first top
leadership meeting between the

countries in more than three
decades after relations were
downgraded in the 1980s.
Meanwhile, Thailand sought
to revive security ties with Saudi
Arabia, a top official said on Friday,
as the Thai foreign minister is
scheduled to visit Riyadh next
week.
Bilateral ties stalled in the
1980s and were renewed in late
January, following Thai Prime
Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha’s
visit to Riyadh, which was the first
top leadership meeting between
the two countries in over three
decades.
The two governments have since
signed cooperation agreements to
promote trade, investment, and

labor recruitment, but defense ties
have not been discussed yet.
Thai Foreign Minister Don
Pramudwinai, who is also
Thailand’s deputy prime minister,
is scheduled to visit Saudi Arabia
on May 15-18. His delegation
will include representatives from
government agencies and the
private sector.
“There has been an ongoing
attempt for a cooperation on
security areas as organisations
involving security matters of
the two countries have not had a
chance to meet in more than 30
years,” Darm Boontham, directorgeneral of the Department of
South Asia, Middle East, and
African Affairs of the Thai Ministry

twins is subject to strict care and
control, that’s why they are in the ICU
being monitored regularly,” the doctor
said.
He added that after the separation,
Yousef was stable, but Yassin is still
in a critical condition because of
significant blood loss.
Al-Zughaibi pointed out that the
operation was complicated as the twins
faced some difficulties due to increased
bleeding as a result of adhesions, which
were dealt with by the team. After the
operation, the twins were transferred
to the intensive care department.

of Foreign Affairs, told the media.
“We might be able to see the
first step,” he added, referring to
the foreign minister’s visit. “There
have been discussions and drafting
on the framework on security
cooperation, one important
area is military cooperation and
exchanging intelligence.”
In a press conference last
Thursday evening, Boontham
said Thai officials would discuss
a planned visit of Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman to
Bangkok, which Thailand hopes
will be in the coming months.
Pramudwinai is expected to meet
his Saudi counterpart Prince Faisal
bin Farhan and the investment,
tourism, and energy ministers.
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FIRS Commends Nigeria’s 2021 Top-Performing
Taxpayers For Compliance, Payment, Support
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

The Federal Inland Revenue Service, FIRS, has
listed Nigeria’s top-performing taxpayers in
the year 2021, and commended them for their
exceptional efforts in contributing towards
providing the necessary funds for the Federal
Government to meet its social contract with the
Nigerian citizens, despite the harsh economic
conditions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic.
The FIRS, in a statement signed by the Special
Assistant to the Executive Chairman of FIRS on
Media&Communication, Johannes Oluwatobi
Wojuola, for the Executive Chairman, Muhammad
Nami, appreciated the country’s taxpayers, noting
that without them the Service would not have been
able to achieve the feat it recorded in 2021 where it
surpassed its tax collection target for the year and
crossed the N6 trillion threshold for the first time.
“The FIRS is pleased to celebrate the topperforming taxpayers who contributed to her
success in 2021. The Service surpassed its tax
collection target in 2021, and in doing so, crossed
the N6 trillion threshold for the first time,” it read.
The Service further stated that the tax revenue
collection of N6.405 trillion in 2021 was made
possible courtesy the leadership of President
Muhammadu Buhari, the support of the Ministry
of Finance, Budget and National Planning, and the
National Assembly, too.
“The feat recorded by the Service was made
possible by the uncommon leadership of the
President and Commander-in-Chief of the Armed
Forces of Nigeria – Muhammadu Buhari, the active
support of our supervisory Ministry, the backing
of the National Assembly and its leadership, as
well as the cooperation of all other stakeholders
in the tax area.
“To everyone, who contributed to FIRS’ success
in 2021, we say thank you.
“Of particular importance is the contribution
of our much esteemed taxpayers; they defied the
very harsh global economic conditions imposed
by the lingering COVID-19 pandemic to produce
a heroic performance in tax payment, compliance
and support.
“The combined efforts of all taxpayers made
it possible for the Service to achieve the tax

revenue collection of 2021 which provided our
governments with necessary funds to meet their
social contracts with the citizens,” FIRS noted.
The list of top-performing taxpayers includes:
the Nigeria Liquefied Petroleum Gas Company
Ltd, which was recognised as the ‘Most Supportive
Taxpayer’, while the Nigeria National Petroleum
Company was listed as the ‘Highest Taxpayer’.
Others on the list of Top-Performing Taxpayers
include: Mobil Producing Limited, Star Deep
Water Petroleum, MTN Nigeria Communications
Plc, Shell Petroleum Development Company
Limited, Chevron Nigeria Limited, Total E&P
Nigeria Limited, Airtel Networks Limited, Nigeria
Petroleum Development Company Limited, Nestle
Nig. Plc, Dangote Cement, Nigeria Breweries Plc,
Total Upstream Nigeria Ltd, Indorama Eleme
Petrochemicals Ltd, NIG Agip Oil Co. Ltd, British
American Tobacco Marketing, Guaranty Trust
Bank Plc, Stanbic IBC Bank Plc, and Lafarge Africa
Plc.
The FIRS also appreciated the Northern Cables
Processing and Manufacturing Limited, NOCACO,
and Ikeja Electric Plc for being the most improved
in tax filing and VAT compliance, respectively.
The revenue authority urged taxpayers to join

“

Nigeria continues to
hold the view that the
outcome will produce
very minimal revenue
comfort for African
countries.

hands with the FIRS to make taxation the pivot of
the nation’s development and economic growth.
Recall that the country’s top-performing
taxpayers were scheduled to be unveiled,
recognised and awarded by Buhari at an exclusive
dinner during the FIRS 2022 National Tax Week.
This was, however, canceled in honor of the victims
of the unfortunate attack on the Kaduna-Abuja
railway on March 28, 2022.
Calls for increased collaboration to effectively
tax digital businesses
Meanwhile, FIRS has stated that there is a
need for improved collaboration among countries
and international stakeholders with the aim of
exploring alternative rules that will enable market
jurisdictions, particularly African countries, to
effectively subject digital businesses to tax.
This was stated during a presentation by the
Executive Chairman of the FIRS, Muhammad
Nami, last week, Friday at a Technical
Assistance Programme organised by African
Tax Administrators’ Forum’s, ATAF, with the
theme ‘Member’s Needs and How To Broaden the
Collaboration’, held in Lomé, Togo.
Nami, in his presentation, noted that,
although some African countries had endorsed
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, OECD, Inclusive Framework’s global
solution on the tax challenges of the digitalised
economy, Nigeria continues to maintain its
position that the outcome will not be favourable
to African countries.
“Nigeria continues to hold the view that the
outcome will produce very minimal revenue
comfort for African countries. This is instructive
considering the implementation challenges
that developing jurisdictions will face due to the
complexity of the Pillar 1 and 2 rules.
“Our analysis continues to show that the
possible cost of administering and implementing
the complex rules will far outweigh the expected
revenue accruing from its implementation.
“I, therefore, urge the African Tax
Administrators Forum to join the discussion at
the UN Tax Committee of Experts, South Centre,
as well as collaborate with all other well-meaning
stakeholders to explore alternative rules that will
enable African countries to effectively subject the

digital businesses and base eroding payments to
tax in our jurisdictions.
“These collaborations should extend to
other rules developed and implemented at the
international level for the taxation of Multinational
Enterprises, such as the tax treaty, exchange of
information and transfer pricing rules,” Nami
stated.
He further called for the African Tax
Administrators Forum to collaborate with the
United Nations Development Programme, UNDP,
to explore opportunities for Africa within the
programme’s Tax for Sustainable Development
Goals Initiative, to ensure that African countries
are able to generate appreciable revenue to fund
the Sustainable Development Goals, SDGs.
While discussing the needs of the West African
region that require Technical Assistance of ATAF,
the Executive Chairman of FIRS noted that there
was need for capacity building of members in
respect of Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Actions
by Multinational Corporations, as well as on the
taxation of the digital economy.
“It is crucial for the ATAF Technical Assistance
to look towards improving the capacity of member
country’s tax administration, through the
digitisation of operations. Also, critically needed
by tax authorities in the West African region is
the development of Data Analytics intelligence
expertise and the use of research tools that are
required for taxation in a modern economy,” he
highlighted.
Nami further urged the African Tax
Administrators Forum to organise peer-to-peer
knowledge sharing sessions between beneficiaries
of the Technical Assistance programmes, while
also intensifying its technical assistance on
international tax rules, particularly in the areas
of tax treaties, transfer pricing, and exchange of
information.
The African Tax Administrators Forum Technical
Assistance, ATAF-TA, Programme aims at helping
members build sustainable and efficient tax
systems while achieving its strategic plans to
increase domestic resource mobilisation, target
the development of African expertise and support
Africa’s effective voice in the international tax
environment.
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(L-R) Shugaban Hukumar FIRS, Muhammad, a cikin wani hoto na rukuni tare da Ado Danjuma, mamba a hukumar FIRS, yankin Arewa maso yammacin Geo-Political Region; Bello O. Rasheed, Award
for Extraordinary Response to December Push; Oyebanji Olufemi Mathew tare da lambar yabon mai kula da haraji na shekara; Bilyaminu Aliyu Kofar-Bai tare da Kyautar Mafi kyawun Sabunta; Kehinde
Kajesomo Victor tare da lambar yabo ta shugaba; Mohammed Abare tare da lambar yabo ta kodineta na shekara; Obaitan Kelin- Felicia tare da Bayarwa na Musamman daga Gwajin Kyautar Asusu;
Ikeme Osakwe, mamban hukumar FIRS, yankin siyasar yankin kudu maso gabas; Bashir Umar tare da lambar yabo mafi kyawun darakta Olurunleke, a FIRS Gala & Award Night a Legas. Afrilu 1, 2022

FIRS Ta Yaba Wa Masu Biyan Haraji Na Nijeriya Na 2021
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

Hukumar Tara Kuxaxen Haraji Ta Qasa FIRS,
ta bayyana sunayen manyan masu biyan haraji
a Nijeriya a shekarar 2021, tare da yaba musu
bisa namijin qoqarin da suka yi na bayar da
gudunmuwarsu wajen samar da kuxaxen da
ake buqata domin gwamnatin tarayya ta cimma
yarjejeniyar zamanta da ‘yan qasar, duk kuwa da
matsanancin yanayin tattalin arziki da cutar ta
Korona ta sanya.
Hukumar ta FIRS, a cikin wata sanarwa mai
xauke da sa hannun mataimaki na musamman
ga shugaban zartarwa na FIRS kan harkokin
yaxa labarai da sadarwa, Johannes Oluwatobi
Wojuola, ga shugaban hukumar Muhammad
Nami, ta yabawa masu biyan harajin qasar nan,
tare da bayyana cewa badon su ba da haqar
hukumar ba za ta iya cimma ruwa ba. Qwazon
da suka yi ya samar da ci gaba a shekarar 2021
inda ya zarce adadin kuxin harajin da aka zata,
inda ya haura Naira tiriliyan 6 a karon farko.
“Hukumar ta FIRS ta yi farin cikin bikin
manyan masu biyan harajin da suka bayar da
gudumawa wajen samun nasararta a shekarar
2021. Hukumar ta zarce matakin da ta xauka na
karvar haraji a shekarar 2021, kuma ta yin hakan
ne ta hanyar tara Naira tiriliyan 6 a karon farko.
Hukumar ta ci gaba da bayyana cewa, tara
kuxin harajin da ya kai Naira Tiriliyan 6.405
a shekarar 2021, ya samu ne bisa la’akari da
jagorancin Shugaban Qasa Muhammadu Buhari,
da goyon bayan ma’aikatar kuxi da tsare-tsare ta
qasa, da kuma Majalisar Dokokin qasa.
“Aikin da hukumar ta rubuta ya samu ne ta
hanyar kyakkyawan shugabanci na yau da kullum
na Shugaban Qasa Kuma Babban Kwamandan
Sojojin Nijeriya – Muhammadu Buhari, goyon
bayan ma’aikatarmu mai sa ido, goyon bayan
majalisar qasa da shugabancinta, da kuma haxin
kan dukkan masu ruwa da tsaki a fannin haraji.
“Ga duk wanda ya ba da gudummawa ga
nasarar FIRS a 2021, muna cewa mun gode.
“Mahimmanci na musamman da aka bayar
shi ne gudunmawar da masu biyan harajin da
muke girmamawa ke bayarwa; sun bijire wa
matsanancin yanayin tattalin arzikin duniya da
annobar Korona ta haifar don samar da jarumtaka
wajen biyan haraji, bin doka da tallafi.
“Haxin gwiwar duk masu biyan haraji ya sa
ma’aikatar ta sami nasarar tattara kuxaxen haraji

na 2021 wanda ya samar wa gwamnatocinmu
kuxaxen da suka dace don biyan kwangilar
zamantakewarsu da ‘yan qasa,” in ji FIRS.
Jerin sunayen manyan masu biyan haraji
sun haxa da: Nigeria Liquefied Petroleum
Gas Company Ltd, wanda aka amince da shi
a matsayin ‘Mafi Tallafawa Haraji’, yayin da
Kamfanin Man Fetur na Nijeriya ya zama a
matsayin ‘Mafi Girman Haraji’.
Sauran da ke cikin jerin manyan masu biyan
haraji sun haxa da: Kamfanin Mobil Producing
Limited, Kamfanin Star Deep Water Petroleum,
Kamfanin MTN Nigeria Communications
Plc, Kamfanin Shell Petroleum Development
Company Limited, Kamfanin Chevron
Nigeria Limited, Kamfanin Total E&P Nigeria
Limited, sai kuma Kamfanin Airtel Networks
Limited, da Kamfanin Nigeria Petroleum
Development Company Limited. Sannan akwai
Kamfanin Nestle Nig. Plc, Dangote Cement,
Kamfanin Nigeria Breweries Plc, da kuma
Kamfanin Total Upstream Nigeria Ltd, akwai
Kamfanin Indorama Eleme Petrochemicals
Ltd, da Kamfanin NIG Agip Oil Co. Ltd, akwai
Kamfanin British American Tobacco Marketing,
sai kuma Kamfanin Guaranty Trust Bank Plc,
Kamfanin Stanbic IBC Bank Plc, da kuma
Lafarge Africa Plc.
Hukumar ta FIRS ta kuma yaba wa Kamfanin
Northern Cables Processing and Manufacturing
Limited, NOCACO, da Ikeja Electric Plc, saboda
kasancewarsu mafi inganci wajen biyan haraji da

“

Najeriya na ci gaba
da ra’ayin cewa
sakamakon zai samar
da mafi karancin
kudaden shiga ga
kasashen Afirka.

kuma biyan harajin VAT, bi da bi.
Hukumar Tattara Kuxaxen ta buqaci masu
biyan haraji da su haxa hannu da hukumar FIRS
don mayar da haraji jigon ci gaban qasa da ci
gaban tattalin arzikin qasa.
Ku tuna cewa an shirya bikin qaddamar da
manyan masu biyan harajin qasar nan, da kuma
karrama su bisa umarni daga Buhari a wani
liyafar cin abinci na musamman a lokacin FIRS
2022 na makon haraji na qasa. Duk da haka, an
soke yin wannan biki don girmama waxanda
harin da aka kai a hanyar jirgin Kaduna zuwa
Abuja ya rutsa da su a ranar 28 ga Maris, 2022.
Kira Kan Havaka Haxin Gwiwa Don Inganta
Kasuwancin Zamani Yadda Ya Kamata
A halin da ake ciki, FIRS ta bayyana cewa,
akwai buqatar inganta haxin gwiwa tsakanin
qasashe da masu ruwa da tsaki na qasa da qasa
da nufin yin la’akari da wasu qa’idoji da za
su ba da damar ikon kasuwanni, musamman
qasashen Afirka, yadda ya kamata a sanya harajin
kasuwanci na zamani (dijital).
An bayyana hakan ne a yayin gabatar
da jawabin da Shugaban Hukumar FIRS,
Muhammad Nami, ya yi a makon jiya, Juma’a,
a wani shiri na taimakon fasaha da qungiyar masu
kula da haraji ta Afrika, ATAF, ta shirya, mai
taken ‘Buqatun mamba da yadda za a faxaxa
haxin gwiwa’. a Lomé, Togo.
Nami, a cikin jawabin nasa, ya yi nuni da cewa,
duk da cewa wasu qasashen Afirka sun amince da
qungiyar haxin kan tattalin arziki da raya qasa,
OECD, ta samar da tsarin hada-hadar kuxi a
duniya kan qalubalen haraji na tattalin arzikin
da aka naxa, amma Nijeriya na ci gaba da tsayawa
tsayin daka kan cewa sakamakon ba zai yi kyau
ga qasashen Afirka ba.
“Nijeriya na ci gaba da xaukar ra’ayin cewa
sakamakon zai haifar da qarancin kuxaxen
shiga ga qasashen Afirka. Wannan abu ne mai
ilmantarwa idan aka yi la’akari da qalubalen
aiwatar da hukunce-hukuncen da masu tasowa
za su fuskanta saboda sarqaqiyar qa’idojin Pillar
1 da 2.
“Bincikenmu ya ci gaba da nuna cewa,
yuwuwar kuxin gudanarwa da aiwatar da qa’idoji
masu sarqaqiya zai zarce kuxaxen shigar da ake
sa ran za a samu daga aiwatar da shi.
“Saboda haka, ina kira ga qungiyar masu
kula da harajin Afirka da su shiga tattaunawa a
kwamitin qwararrun haraji na Majalisar Xinkin

Duniya, cibiyar ta Kudu, tare da haxa kai da
duk sauran masu ruwa da tsaki don gano wasu
qa’idoji da za su bai wa qasashen Afirka damar
aiwatar da tsarin yadda ya kamata, kasuwancin
dijital da tushe na biyan kuxi zuwa haraji a cikin
ikonmu.
“Waxannan haxin gwiwar ya kamata su qara
zuwa wasu qa’idojin da aka havaka da kuma
aiwatar da su a matakin qasa da qasa don biyan
haraji na Kamfanoni da yawa, kamar yarjejeniyar
haraji, musayar bayanai da qa’idojin farashin
canja wuri,” in ji Nami.
Ya kuma yi kira ga qungiyar masu kula da
harajin Afrika da ta haxa kai da hukumar raya
qasashe ta Majalisar Xinkin Duniya UNDP,
domin lalubo damammaki ga Afirka a cikin
shirin Harajin Xorewar Bunqasa Ci Gaba, domin
tabbatar da cewa qasashen Afirka sun samu
damar samun kuxaxen shiga mai inganci don
samar da kuxaxen shiga mai xorewa, manufofin
da Ci Gaba, SDGs.
Yayin da yake tattaunawa kan buqatun yankin
Afirka ta Yamma da ke buqatar taimakon fasaha
na ATAF, shugaban hukumar FIRS ya bayyana
cewa, akwai buqatar inganta qarfin mambobi
dangane da zaftarewar tushe da ayyukan sauyin
riba da kamfanoni na qasa da qasa ke yi, da kuma
batun haraji na tattalin arzikin zamani (Digital).
“Yana da matuqar muhimmanci ga Taimakon
Fasaha na ATAF don duba inganta qarfin
gudanar da harajin qasashe mambobin qungiyar,
ta hanyar zamanantarwa na ayyuka. Har ila yau,
babban abin da hukumomin haraji ke buqata a
yankin Afirka ta Yamma shi ne havaka qwarewar
bayanan sirri na ‘Data Analytics,’ da kuma amfani
da kayan aikin bincike da ake buqata don haraji a
cikin tattalin arzikin zamani,” in ji shi.
Nami ya kuma buqaci qungiyar masu kula da
harkokin haraji ta Afirka da su shirya taron qara
wa juna ilmi tsakanin waxanda suka ci gajiyar
shirye-shiryen Taimakon Fasaha, tare da qara
qarfafa taimakon fasaha kan dokokin haraji na
qasa da qasa, musamman a fannonin yarjejeniyar
haraji, musayar kuxaxe, da musayar bayanai.
Shirin Taimakon Fasaha na Masu Gudanar
da Haraji na Afirka, ATAF-TA, yana da nufin
taimaka wa mambobin su gina tsarin haraji mai
xorewa tare da cimma manyan tsare-tsarensa
na qara tattara albarkatu a cikin gida, da nufin
bunqasa qwarewar Afirka da tallafa wa muryar
Afirka mai inganci a yanayin harajin qasa da qasa.
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Ortom Assures
Of Transparent
PDP Primaries
In Benue

Presidency: I’m
Placed Ahead
Of Others In The
Race - Osibanjo
FROM ABDUL SALAUDEEN ILORIN

Vice President Yemi Osibanjo
has declared that his
experience as number two
citizen in the last seven years
under President Muhammadu
Buhari has placed him in
high pedestal to be the next
president of Nigeria come
2023.
Osibanjo made the assertion
at the Emir of Ilorin’s palace
yesterday during his visit to
the emir to address delegates
of the All Progressives
Congress, APC, ahead of the
May 30 presidential primaries
of the party.
According to him, working
under President Buhari in
the last seven years greatly
exposed him to series of
security
and
economic
challenges facing the country,
which he said had placed him
in a better position to address
them due to exposure and
opportunities given to him by
the president.
He noted that being the
vice President of Nigeria was
a great opportunity that had
placed him in the front burner
against other aspirants vying
for the same office, pointing
out that as soon as he got to
the office in May 2023, he
would kick the ground running
for a more prosperous Nigeria.
The vice president, who
lauded the fatherly role of the
emir and sought his support
towards his aspiration, said
his respect and regard for the
emir and the Ilorin Emirate
informed his visit to the palace
for his fatherly support.
Earlier,
Governor
Abdulrahman AbdulRazaq said
Osinbajo had been a friend of
Kwara State and launched the
social investment programme
and Owo Isowo scheme for the
vulnerable and less privileged
ones in the state.
The governor, who led other
state executive members,
including the deputy, Kayode
Alabi, speaker of the state
House of Assembly, Yakubu
Danladi, senators from Kwara
North and South and the
state party chairman, Sunday
Fagbemi, among others, said
Osibanjo remained a living
voice in Nigeria’s economic
landscape.
In his remarks, the Emir
of Ilorin, Alhaji Ibrahim Zulu
Gambari lauded the vice
president for the visit, saying
his aspiration was based on his
past record which had earned
him respect all over.
The emir added that the
challenges ahead of him were
enormous and tasked him to
rise up, with the belief that he
could summon the strength
and wisdom for the good of
Nigeria.

BY ABDULATEEF BAMGBOSE

Some patients queued for the free medical outreach organized by Senator Representing Adamawa South Senatorial District,
Sen. Binos Yaroe in Lamurde Local Government Area of Adamawa on Monday. PHOTO: IBRAHIM KADO/JMH/NAN

Petroleum Minister, Timipre Sylva
Withdraws From Presidential Race
Minister of State for
Petroleum
Resources,
Chief Timipre Sylva has
withdrawn from the the 2023
presidential race.
A correspondent of the
News Agency of Nigeria,
NAN, Sylva withdrew from
the race yesterday having
considered the enormous
work at hand at his ministry.
According to NAN, the
Northern Solidarity Group
had on May 9 presented the
Expression of Interest and
Nomination forms of the All
Progressives Congress, APC,
to the minister to enable him
to contest the party’s 2023

presidential primaries.
An official at the
ministry who chose to
remain anonymous said
Sylva withdrew from the
race to support President
Muhammadu Buhari in his
quest to achieve a robust oil
sector.
“He promised to consult
the leader of the country
and his political leaders the
day he was presented with
the form.
“He
believes
that
concentrating on his work
will attract more investments
for the oil and gas sector.
“He has consulted and he
believes that the challenges

at the ministry and oil and
gas sector are enough issues
for him to begin to deal with
now than going to pursue
presidential ambition at the
expense of the nation.
“The oil and gas sector is
the mainstay of the economy
and it is not like any other
ministry somebody can just
come in and take over.
“It requires some measures
of time for the person
to understand what is
happening in the system.
“For the interest of the
industry and the nation,
he has decided to wave that
personal ambition to see
what he can contribute in the

remaining part of President
Buhari’s administration.
“The implementation of
the Petroleum Industry Act
2021 is very critical and he
wants to continue to make
his own contribution to
the day-to-day running of
the country and support
Mr President for robust
achievements,” the official
said.
Meanwhile, Mr Horatius
Egua, Senior Adviser, Media
and Communications to the
minister, when contacted,
confirmed to NAN that the
minister was back to work.
(NAN)

Police Begin Manhunt For Killers Of A’Ibom PDP Chief, Cousin
BY INIOBONG SUNDAY, UYO

Intense manhunt has
been intensified by police
operatives for armed
hoodlums who killed a
chieftain of the Peoples
Democratic Party, PDP,
in Akwa Ibom State, Sir
S.J. Ntefre and his cousin
in his country home at
Ekparakwa, Oruk Anam
Local Government Area on
Sunday.
The state police command,
which confirmed the
incident to the press
yesterday, said no stone
would be left upturned

in their efforts to find
and bring to justice the
assailants, who abandoned
the SUV vehicle used in the
operation after killing their
victims.
Although the motive
of the assailants is yet
to be established, our
correspondent
gathered
that the incident might
not be unconnected with
the brewing crisis over
the zoning arrangement
between two contesting
clans
in
the
local
government.
The state Police Public
Relations Officer, Supol

Odiko
Macdon,
who
confirmed the incident,
said operatives drafted
by the Commissioner of
Police, Mr. Amiengheme
Andrew, had taken over
Ekparakwa community and
were currently combing the
area, assuring that “in no
distant time the culprits will
be apprehended and brought
to book.”
According to residents
of the area, the gunmen
“left a strong evidence with
which the pPolice will use in
establishing the identity of
the suspects.”
According to a family

source who did not want his
name in print, the suspects
escaped with the deceased
and his cousin, who raised the
alarm, into the bush and was
immediately shot and killed.
The sources explained
that Chief Ntefre was later
killed when the youths of the
village rallied to overpower
the kidnappers.
Although the police
spokesman could not
disclose whether any arrest
has been made in connection
with the incident, he
however assured that “very
soon, the suspects will be
made to dance publicly.”

Benue State governor,
Samuel
Ortom
has
assured all aspirants in the
forthcoming party primaries
to elect candidates for next
year’s general elections of
fairness and transparency.
Ortom gave the assurances
at the enlarged caucus
meeting of the party Sunday,
at the New Banquet Hall of
the Benue Government
House, Makurdi.
He stated that in
compliance
with
the
amended Electoral Act, 2022,
all aspirants who obtained
nomination forms and had
been screened were free to
participate in the primaries,
pointing out that he had no
anointed candidate for any of
the elective positions.
The governor reaffirmed
his readiness to support and
work with candidates that
emerge at the primaries,
saying the victory of the
party in the 2023 polls was
his major preoccupation.
Cautioning
against
blackmail, Ortom stressed
that no aspirant should
think of using thugs to cause
confusion during the party
primaries, as anyone caught
would be decisively dealt
with.
Governor Ortom, however,
dispelled insinuations that
the party was disunited
in the state, pointing out
that he enjoyed a smooth
working relationship with
the national chairman of
the party and all critical
stakeholders.
The governor directed
the state party chairman
to furnish all aspirants
with the comprehensive
list of delegates who would
participate in the process.
The state chairman of the
PDP, Sir John Ngbede in a
remark told serving political
appointees who have
presented themselves as
delegates to withdraw from
participating, in order not to
contravene the electoral law.
Earlier, chairmen of the
caucus leaders from the 14
Tiv speaking and the nine
from the Idoma speaking
areas submitted reports on
the ongoing process to arrive
at a consensus candidate for
the governorship ticket.
Chairman of G-14, Dr
Laha Dzever and that of
G-9, Sir Moses Ajima had
stated in their separate
reports that they were yet
to reach a compromise, but
had resolved to go into the
primaries to nominate a
governorship candidate
for the party.
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We Need Credible People Like You To Join
NHRC Boss
Applauds
Us In Politics, Ortom Tells Justice Odili
Officers Of Kuje
books in honour of Justice Odili’s credibility, said with clocks 70 years and has had
Odili yesterday in Port her exemplary humility, he an eventful career.
Governor Samuel Ortom Harcourt, Rivers State.
Correctional
was not surprised that she
Governor Ortom also
of Benue State has called
Justice
According to him, “Now had risen to the apex of congratulated
on Justice Mary Odili, that you have retired, we her career and successfully Odili on attaining 70
Service For
who just retired from need credible people like retired after over 40 years years of age, saying it was
Supreme Court of you to join us in politics, of dedicated service to the a manifestation of God’s
Professionalism the
Nigeria, to join politics so I, therefore, appeal to you nation.
grace in her life and prayed
BY ABDULATEEF BAMGBOSE

BY DEBORAH MUSA, ABUJA

National Human Rights
Commission, NHRC, has
commended officers of
Nigerian
Correctional
Service, FCT Command,
for the professional manner
with which they interact
and take care of inmates.
The commission noted
that such attitude would
go a long way in reforming
the character of those in the
custodial facility.
Chairperson of the
NHRC Governing Council,
Dr. Salamatu Suleiman,
who stated this when she
led a delegation of the
commission on the 2022
audit of the custodial centre
in Kuje, Abuja, observed
that the officers had made
a difference by connecting
to the concerns and needs
of the inmates under their
care.
The audit exercise, which
is nationwide, was flagged
off by the chairperson
Governing Council of the
NHRC on May 12, 2022, at
the Nigerian Correctional
Service
headquarters,
Abuja.
Suleiman, who expressed
delight with the attitude
of the workers towards
the inmates, noted that
the impression an average
Nigerian allegedly had
about those in uniform was
the application of force,
adding that it was not the
case with Kuje Correctional
Service, “but here there is
mutual respect between the
officers and the inmates,
which is good for the entire
system.”
Earlier, top officers of Kuje
Correctional Service took
the visiting team round the
different segments of the
facility, including health
centre, kitchen, recreation
centre, cells, skills/vocation
centre, National Open
University of Nigeria,
NOUN, study centre and
places of worship for the
inmates, among others.
The Deputy Controller
Corrections in charge of, FCT
Command, Ibrahim Shehu
told the chairperson and her
team that the correctional
centre was built in 1989
with 560 capacity, but now
habours 926 inmates.
Continuing, the deputy
controller stated that
inmates awaiting trial were
740 while the number of
convicts and lifers were 186
and 28, respectively.

as to further contribute to
nation building.
Ortom made the call
while delivering a goodwill
message on behalf of his
governor colleagues at the
70th birthday celebration
and the launching of five

to consider joining your
husband, former Governor
Peter Odili in politics so as
to continue being a mother
to all of us.”
The governor, who
acknowledged
Justice

He described the retired
jury as someone who had
distinguished
herself
in service to God and
humanity, noting that her
retirement was a moment
of double celebration as she

that she continue to enjoy
good health.
Governors Nyesom Wike,
Ahmadu Finitiri, Emmanuel
Udom, Seyi Makinde and
Duoye Diri of Rivers,
Adamawa, Akwa Ibom,

Borno State Commissioner for Women Affairs, Hajiya Zuwaira Gambo (M), distributing wrappers to women as part of the
government palliatives to support the less privileged women in Jere Local Government Area of Borno on Tuesday .

Why Akpabio Should Be Given Opportunity
To Lead Nigeria - Aide
BY PAUL EFFIONG, ABUJA

Media aide to former Minister
of Niger Delta Affairs, Senator
Godswill Akpabio, Aniefiok
Ekong has said the former
governor should be given
the opportunity to lead the
country come 2023.
Ekong in a statement
issued to journalists in Abuja
yesterday said the declaration
by Senator Akpabio of his
intention to vie for the office
of the president of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria in the
2023 had brought to an end
speculations on whether he
would throw his hat into the
ring of the already crowded
presidential race or not, noting
that the event which took place
at the Ikot Ekpene Township
Stadium in Akwa Ibom on
May 4, 2022, witnessed an
unprecedented in political
rallies in the country.
“I’ve never seen anything
like this before from Kano
to Adamawa, from Ibadan to
Jos, from Calabar to Akure,
support groups chartered
flights into Uyo to witness the
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declaration of the uncommon
transformer who is always
known for his benevolence and
magnanimity,” he said.
Speaking on the political
atmosphere of Nigeria, Ekong
explained that “the already
charged atmosphere and
supporters went hysterical,”
adding that Akpabio, whose
only pedigree was having
served as a commissioner in
Akwa Ibom State, defeated
about 57 others to emerge the
governorship candidate of his
party and went on to triumph
in the governorship election at
that time.
“’Let God’s will be done’
had always been the political
slogan of Chief Obot Akpabio,
even though he served for
two terms as governor and
in another unprecedented
manner in 2015; was made
the Senate minority leader,
being only a first term senator,
which is very uncommon
in the political history of
Nigeria,” he said, adding that
when Akpabio’s appointment
as the Minister of Niger Delta
Affairs was made in August

20, 2019, it was greeted with
great enthusiasm by people
across the Niger Delta region,
who commended President
Muhammadu Buhari for the
appointment, described it
as putting a square peg in a
square hole.
“The excitement of the
people was not misplaced
as governor of Akwa Ibom
State for eight years, as he
had to evoke all legitimate
measures humanly possible
to unleash a development
model never experienced
in Nigeria,” Ekong added,
emphasising that Senator
Akpabio’s government was
usually termed ‘Uncommon
Transformation,’ as the period
witnessed
unprecedented
infrastructural renaissance
that a once largely pedestrian
and civil service state became
a destination of choice among
all Nigerians within and
outside.
According
to
the
statement, all the impeccable
infrastructural facilities that
Chief Akpabio built in Akwa
Ibom, which include roads

across the state, with the
airport and stadium he built,
which was named after him
and the only FIFA approved
stadium in Nigeria, have all
stood the test of times even
after 14 years.
“It was because of the
footprints that Senator
Akpabio had left on the
sands of Akwa Ibom State
as governor that there was
a general consensus that his
appointment as minister
was widely received as well
deserved; and the people
commended
President
Buhari for his choice to man
the Ministry of Niger Delta
Affairs,” the statement added.
He also disclosed that as a
governor, Akpabio worked
consciously to promote
national
unity
among
Nigerians, appointing his aidede-camp from Bauchi State,
his Chief Security Officer
from Kano, his orderly from
Kaduna and a senior adviser
from Ondo State, noting that
the states of origin of these
Nigerians did not matter to
him but their competencies.

NSCDC Vows To
Sanction Illegal
Private Guard
Companies In
Ondo
FROM FUNSO OJO, AKURE

Ondo State Command of the
Nigeria Security and Civil
Defence Corps, NSCDC, has
vowed to sanction illegal
private guard companies
operating in the state.
State commandant of the
corps, Dr. Hammed Abodunrin
made the vow yesterday in
Akure while speaking with
journalists.
He said it was imperative
for private guard operators to
register their companies and
uniforms with the NSCDC
before embarking on business,
adding that the NSCDC in
Ondo State had registered
35 private guard companies
while unregistered ones would
be sealed and their operators
prosecuted.
The commandant added
that the NSCDC had sealed
one unregistered guard
company for contravening the
law, advising those that had
not perfected their papers or
renewed their licences to do so.
“It is not if they are caught;
it’s when they are caught
because they will be caught.
There is no doubt about
that and those found to be
contravening the law would
pay double the fine.
“The problem with illegality
in the private guard companies
is worse than merely dodging
payment of necessary fees.
“Private guards have
reportedly killed their hirers,
so we need to know those
engaged, where they came
from, who trained them, their
backgrounds and pedigree.
“Many maids have also
reportedly abducted their
employers’ children and stolen
their property. So, it’s not
about licence or fee payment
alone,” he noted.
Abodunrin told journalists
that the NSCDC registers,
licences and trains private
guard company operatives
in intelligence gathering and
disaster management, so
they would not end up merely
opening and shutting gates.
“Imagine if a bank customer
slumps or slips in the banking
hall, the private guard
operative on the premises
should be able to apply first aid
before the customer is taken to
a hospital. We want the guards
to be comprehensively-trained.
“The only thing we will
not train them on is how to
bear arms because the law
establishing the engagement
of private guards does not
allow them to carry weapons,”
Abodunrin said.
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NAFDAC Warns
Against Addition
Of Chemicals To
Food

National Agency for Food
and Drug Administration
and Control, NAFDAC, has
again warned Nigerians to
desist from the habit of
adding chemicals to food
for any reasons.
Director-General of the
agency, Prof. Mojisola
Adeyeye gave the warning
yesterday in Abuja in an
interview with the News
Agency of Nigeria, NAN.
Adeyeye, who was
reacting to alleged mixing
of chemicals like jatropha
curcas
leaves,
hypo
detergent and potash
with akpu (fufu) to make
it rise, soft and ferment,
said the agency was aware
of the practice, and warned
those indulging in the act
to desist.
She said the agency
recently
signed
a
Memorandum
of
Understanding, MoU, with
the National Youth Service
Corps, NYSC, where youth
corps members would be
made to sensitise citizens
on such practices at the
grassroots.
“It is true what some
people do, but it is not
all fufu that have hypochloride in it.
“This is why the
engagement of the corps
members is necessary, to
explain to the people that
they don’t need to add any
chemical, except salt and
sugar and must also be
minimised.
“Too much salt could
cause hypertension lateron in life, too much
sugar, you are playing
with diabetics, you don’t
have to put chemical on
food to make it to rise or
whatsoever reasons.
“Fufu has been an
ancient food and chemical
had never been added to it.
“I don’t know what these
people actually mean,
may be to make it to
rise or soften it, this has
affected so many people’s
health but the NYSC will
be at hand to educate the
people,” she said.
NAN reports that such
practice was allegedly done
in some parts of Ondo and
Ekiti States, especially in
the popular Fufu Market
at Oke Lisa Street, adjacent
A-Division in Akure.
The practice was also
alleged to be going on at
Ilu-Abo, Owode, Ogbese,
Igbara-Oke, Igbara-Odo,
Ifaki-Ekiti, Oba-Ile, all in
Ondo and Ekiti, to make
more gains.

ADC Presidential
Aspirant
Promises Quality
Leadership
BY GODWIN MBACHU, ABUJA

NUJ National President, Chris Isiguzo briefing newsmen after Kaduna NUJ Council Award and Lecture in Kaduna on Sunday .
PHOTO: IBRAHIM BASHIR/ICE/NAN

FUTA Students Barricade AkureIlesa Expressway Over ASUU Strike
FROM FUNSO OJO AKURE

Students of the Federal
University of Technology,
Akure, FUTA, yesterday
commenced protest over
the prolonged strike by the
Academic Staff Union of
Universities, ASUU, across
all public universities in the
country.
The students barricaded the
popular and ever busy AkureIlesa-Ibadan
expressway
yesterday morning, forcing
motorists and travellers to be
stranded.
They stormed the major
highway at the main entrance
of the institution, chanting
solidarity songs with placards
with various inscriptions such
as ‘End ASUU Strike,’ ‘Save Our
Future.’
Speaking with journalist,
one of the protesting students,

Mr Tope Atanseye of the
Department of Mechanical
Engineering lamented the
protracted strike, accusing
the federal government of
insensitivity to their future.
He said the strike had caused
so much setback in their
academic calendar, adding
that the economic situation in
the country was not helping
matters for their parents who
have to pay for hostel and other
things concerning their welfare
during the strike.
Recall that ASUU commenced
its strike on February 14, 2022,
and Joint Action Committee,
JAC, commenced its own on
April 14, 2022.
The unions embarked on
industrial actions in demand
for improved welfare, better
working conditions and
implementation of various
labour agreements signed

with the federal government
between 2009 and 2020.
Also recall that ASSU and
the JAC of the Non-Academic
Staff Union of Educational
and Associated Institutions,
and Senior Staff Association
of Nigerian Universities,
SSANU, said the federal
government did not reach a
strong agreement with them
to warrant calling off the
industrial actions.
The national leaders of
the unions, Prof Emmanuel
Osodeke and Mohammed
Ibrahim,
respectively
told newsmen that the
federal government and all
stakeholders in the education
sector and religious leaders
had a meeting with the
four unions but no strong
agreements were reached.
The Minister of Labour and
Employment, Chris Ngige

was quoted in a report at
the weekend as saying, “We
had a cordial and fruitful
discussion; we looked at the
issues dispassionately and
reached some agreements, to
the satisfaction of everybody
in attendance.”
But Osodeke, after the
meeting, said the claim that
the unions would call off the
ongoing strike this week was
a political statement.
“We are not aware that we
are calling off the strike. We
met but there was nothing
concrete between us and
the government. Like we
said before, we do not want
promises, we want actions,
if they show action and
implement all the issues, we
will go to our members, but
knowing their antecedents,
we know they will not do
anything,” he said.

I’ll Priotise Security, Re-Jig Economy If Elected President - Hayatu-Deen
FROM OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

One of the presidential
aspirants on the platform of
Peoples Democratic Party,
PDP, Mr Mohammed HayatuDeen has pledged to place
priority on security of lives
and property, as well as re-jig
the nation’s ailing economy if
elected president of Nigeria.
Hayatu-Deen made the
pledge yesterday when he
paid a consultative visit to
Governor Ifeanyi Okowa of
Delta State in Asaba.
He said he would declare
emergency on national
security on his very first day
in office, adding that the
declaration would involve
all stakeholders, and would

enable the nation to find
lasting solutions to insecurity
plaguing the country.
The
presidential
hopeful, who said all round
development of the country
would form his cardinal goal,
sued for the support of the
governor and delegates to
enable him emerge as the
PDP presidential flag-bearer
at the national convention of
the party.
He expressed concern over
the level of ethnic dichotomy,
religious intolerance and high
level of poverty plaguing the
country, pointing out that
he would run an all inclusive
government, even as he
reiterated that he would use
his training in economics

to tackle the dwindling
economy of the country.
“As an economist, I know
why countries succeed and
why they failed. Having
been a turnaround manager
all my life, I think I am in a
very good position to fix our
revenue problems,” he said.
Hayatu-Deen,
who
described
Governor
Okowa as a leader who
had brought Delta State
to the limelight through
his reforms in human
capital and infrastructural
transformation, lauded the
governor for his pivotal roles
in rebuilding and rebranding
the PDP, urging him not
to relent in his leadership
function in the party.

“We had earlier come, I and
other presidential aspirants
to see you and you welcomed
us warmly. Now, I am here on
my own steam.
“I have been touring the
country and I have been
telling the delegates that
Delta State is oasis of sanity
and excellence.
“I know and people do
know that Delta provides a
role model for the country
as to how to get people to
understand each other and to
live in relative peace, security
and stability.
“The very ambitious, bold
and promising reforms you
have implemented in Delta
State are legendary,” HayatuDeen added.

Presidential
aspirant
under the platform of
the African Democratic
Congress, ADC, Dr Chike
Okogwu has promised
to use his wealth of
experience and expertise
to tackle the challenges
facing the country if
elected into office in next
year’s general elections.
Okogwu, a disability
advocate and person
with disability, decried
the failure of past leaders
in addressing the major
challenges that has
befallen the country,
adding that what the
country needed now was
a government by men
of honour and integrity
who
would
deliver
democracy dividends to
the electorate.
He therefore urged
the electorate to choose
leaders with talent and
capacity in next year’s
elections.
He spoke yesterday
at the ADC national
secretariat in Abuja after
obtaining the party’s
expression of interest
and nomination form to
contest for the party’s
presidential ticket for the
2023 general elections.
Unfolding his agenda,
Okogwu, who lamented
that brigandage and
miscreants had taken
over
the
political
system and leadership
of the country, said he
would run an inclusive
government that would
take care of the vulnerable
in the society, including
women, children and the
elderly.
“Over five decades
nothing
much
has
changed , as a child ,we
were promised that we are
the leaders of tomorrow,
we must take it by force
, our Mumu don due,
what we have today is
mediocracy. What Nigeria
needs is a government
by men of honour and
integrity.
Brigandage
and ‘agboros’ have taken
over the political system.
Today I stand up, even
though I can’t stand up
physically, I stand up to be
counted. Leaders must be
chosen to lead according
to their ability, talent and
capacity. I submit myself
today to aspire for the
president of Nigeria. I
am ready to die for this
country,” he said.
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Gunmen Kill 323 Security
Agents In 2022 –Report

BY OKWUDI-VITAL JAMIKE

West
Africa
Health
Organisation, WAHO, says that
Life expectancy in ECOWAS
member countries is estimated
to range from 54.7 to 73 years
in 2019.
It said Cape Verde and
Senegal have the highest
number of above 65 years.
WAHO Director-General,
DG, Prof. Stanley Okolo,
disclosed this in an interview
with the News Agency of
Nigeria yesterday in Abuja.
Okolo said deaths observed
in the region can be organised
according to the broad
categories of causes.
He said that with the
exception of Cape Verde,
ECOWAS countries generally
show the same pattern in the
distribution of causes of death.
“Communicable diseases
cause more than half of all
deaths. Notable among these
is the very high burden of
malaria, HIV, viral hepatitis
and
Non-communicable
diseases.
“This burden is due in
particular to nutrition-related
diseases,
cardiovascular
diseases and cancers.
“Finally, the share of deaths
from injuries ,road traffic
accidents,
occupational
accidents, suicides, crimes,
etc, in the region is about onetenth in each of the countries
of the region”, he explained.
The WAHO DG said that
the incidence of the major
communicable diseases is
still high in the region with
new HIV infections at 93 per
100,000 inhabitants in The
Gambia and 88 per 100,000
in Guinea Bissau reported in
2020.
“In contrast, Niger and
Senegal had 50 and 80 per
100,000 respectively, while
Guinea Bissau and Liberia had
the highest incidence of TB in
2020.
“The reported values were
361 and 341 new cases
per 100,000 inhabitants
respectively. For malaria,
several countries had more
than 300 new infections per
1,000 inhabitants. These were
Burkina Faso (399), Mali (387),
Benin (386), Liberia (362),
Niger (357), Côte d’Ivoire (331)
and Sierra Leone (320).
“It should be noted that
Cape Verde has no new cases
of malaria”, he said.
Speaking on the Health
Service Coverage in the
region, Okolo said that the
information on health service
coverage was for the year
2020, although some countries
validate their national data one
year later.
“It is after this that
WAHO can collect, compile
and transmit the regional
information.

Report by the Council
of Foreign Relations, a
United States think tank,
has disclosed that no fewer
than 323 Nigerian security
officers were killed by nonstate actors across the
country between January
1 and May 15, 2022.
According
to
a
compilation of data
obtained
from
the
council’s National Security
Tracker, the affected
security operatives were
from the military, police,
Nigeria Security and Civil
Defence Corps, NSCDC,
Nigeria
Correctional
Service, Vigilante Group
of Nigeria, National Drug
Law Enforcement Agency,
NDLEA, and the Ebubeagu
security outfit of the
South-East region of the
country.
A breakdown of the
figure indicated that a total
of 78 security operatives
were killed in January
while 33 died in February,
154 in March, 45 in April
and 13 have so far been

killed in May.
Out of the 78 security
operatives
killed
in
January, 20 were soldiers,
11
policemen,
46
vigilantes and one NSCDC
personnel.
Out of the 33 that
were killed in February,
four were soldiers, 26
policemen, one NDLEA
operative, one vigilance
group member and one
Joint Task Force member.
The report also revealed
that out of the 154 killed
in March, 42 were soldiers,
17 policemen, one NDLEA
operative, 70 vigilantes,
one NSCDC official and
19 others, two prison
officers and two Ebubeagu
personnel.
In April, 30 soldiers, 10
policemen, one vigilante,
two NSCDC officials and
two others operatives
killed while between May
1 and 15, according to the
data, a total of 13 security
operatives have so far
been killed, six of them
being soldiers and seven
policemen.

From January 1 to May
15, a total of 103 soldiers,
71 police officers, 117
vigilantes, three NSCDC
personnel, two prison
officers, two NDLEA
operatives, two Ebubeagu
personnel and 22 others
were killed.
“Others” were used
to categorise instances
where the affected security
operatives were not stated.
An example was on

March 8 when Kebbi State
Deputy Governor escaped
death. The bandits were
reported to have killed 19
security agents.
A further breakdown by
geo-political zones shows
that 122 of the killings
happened in the NorthWest, 73 in North-Central,
65 in the North East, 44 in
the South-East, nine in the
South-South, and five in
the South-West.

Alkali

Troops Bomb B’Haram Commander’s
Convoy, Kill Several Terrorists In Borno

FROM HASSAN JIRGI, MAIDUGURI

Nigerian Army (Operation
Hadin Kai) has confirmed
that troops attacked the
convoy of a commander of
the Boko Haram terrorist
group, Abubakar Sarki, in
Sambisa Forest, killing an
unconfirmed number of
terrorists.
Military
sources
added that intelligence
information revealed that
Sarki and his team were
heading towards AbuUbaida camp to engage
their rival fighters from the
Islamic State of West African
Province, ISWAP, in a battle
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of supremacy.
The sources confirmed
that three gun trucks with
all its occupants were
completely destroyed while
the remaining five vehicles
and terrorists, including
Sarki, escaped.
Information gathered by
a counter-insurgency expert
and security analyst in Lake
Chad, Zagazola Makama,
and made available to our
correspondent, revealed
that after sighting a moving
convoy conveying Sarki and
an unconfirmed number of
fighters, the army deployed
a massive artillery gun

BALA

I, formerly known and addressed as ALIYU BALA
ABIDI, now wish to be known and addressed
as ALIYU BALA. CORRECT DOB is 8-1-1998.
All former documents remain valid. The general
public should please take note.

CORRECTION OF NAME

I formerly known, called and addressed as
DANIEL PETER OYINIMI, now wish to be called
and addressed as DANIEL OYINIMI. All former
documents remain invalid. All relevant authorities
should please take note of the correction.

resulting in devastating hits
on the terrorists.
Another sources added
that the terrorists, though
aborted the mission,
evacuated the dead and
wounded fighters towards
the axis between Pulka and
Banki.
The sources further
revealed that the troops
were ordered to go after
the fleeing terrorists and
neutralise them.
Our correspondent learnt
that infighting between the
two terrorist groups had
intensified with the ISWAP
fighters hunting their Boko

Haram rivals in the daytime
while the Boko Haram
members, because of their
knowledge of the terrain,
use the cover of darkness
to embark on their own
reprisal attacks.
AljazirahNigeria
gathered that the offensive
against the terrorists was
coordinated by the General
Officer Commanding 7
Division, Nigerian Army,
and commander of Sector 1,
Operation Hadin Kai,
OPHK, Maj Gen Waidi
Shaibu, on Saturday at
Yuwe in Konduga Local
Government Area of Borno.

AGBU

I, formerly known and addressed as LARAI
SABO ANGYU, now wish to be known and
addressed as LARAI BALA AGBU. All former
documents remain valid. The general public
should please take note.

MUHAMMADU

I, formerly known and addressed as JAZULI
MOHAMMED AND JAZULI MOHAMMADU,
now wish to be known and addressed as JAZULI
MUHAMMADU. All former documents remain valid.
The general public should please take note.
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OSGoF To
Prosecute
Violators Of
The Survey
Coordination
Act
BY ABAH ADAH, ABUJA

Office of the Surveyor
General of the Federation,
OSGoF, has promised
to ensure the arrest and
prosecution of violators of
the provisions of Nigeria’s
Survey Coordination Act,
SCA, and its subsequent
amendments forthwith.
Surveyor General of the
Federation, SGoF, Surv.
Abudulganiyu Adeyemi
Adebomehin made this
known while receiving a
team led by the director
of Communications in
the Office of the National
Security Adviser, ONSA,
Major General Samad A.
Akesode.
According
to
a
statement signed by the
head of Press and Public
Relations, OSGoF, Abu
Michael, Adebomehin said
“individuals and groups
cannot be allowed to
continue to build or install
infrastructure, generate
geospatial information
and data of other critical
infrastructure
without
recourse to OSGoF.”
He
commended
President Muhammadu
Buhari and the National
Security Adviser, NSA,
Major General Babagana
Mongunu (rtd), for taking
seriously the issue of
violations of the provisions
of the SCA, which he said
were consequential to
Nigeria’ sovereignty.
He disclosed that the
OSGoF would commence
full implementation and
enforcement of the SCA,
as ONSA had deployed a
very high ranking military
officer in the person of
General Adesoke to work
with the office for the
success of the operations
meant to curb activities
inimical to the provisions
of the law regulating
surveying
and
geoinformatics in the country.
While thanking the NSA
for his quick response to
requests made by OSGoF,
Adebomehin appealed for
the provision of military
personnel for the safety
of surveyors and other
OSGoF staff during
engagements particularly
at
international
boundaries.
He stated that OSGoF
had lost five staff during
attacks at the NigeriaCameroun Border about
five years ago.
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2023: PDP’ll
Present Leadership
That Will Take
Nigeria Out Of
Pains - Ortom

BENUE
BY ABDULATEEF BAMGBOSE

Governor Samuel Ortom
of Benue State has said the
Peoples Democratic Party,
PDP, would present Nigeria
with the leadership that
would take the country out
of the socio-economic pains it
is currently passing through
in the hands of the All
Progressives Congress, APCled federal government.
The governor stated this
Sunday when he received
former president of the
Senate and a PDP presidential
aspirant, Senator Bukola
Saraki, who was in the state
to canvass support from
delegates ahead of the party’s
presidential primaries.
Ortom, who expressed
confidence in the ability of
Senator Saraki to fix multiple
challenges facing the country
if given the opportunity,
described the fprmer Senate
president as a politician who
had distinguished himself and
is known for defending the
cause of justice and fairness.
Governor
Ortom
commended Saraki for the
peaceful manner he has been
going about his campaign
and urged him to maintain
a harmonious working
relationship with other
presidential aspirants.
He also acknowledged how
the former Senate president
always identified with the
state in its trying moments,
saying he had distinguished
himself as a true friend of the
state.
Earlier, Senator Saraki
recalled that the history of his
presidential ambition would
be traced to Benue State,
saying his declaration journey
began in Makurdi, the state
capital.
Saraki noted that Nigeria
needed a courageous leader
with the capacity to deal with
issues, stressing that he would
be firm in tackling insecurity
and will address the injustices
meted out to citizens by the
current APC administration.
He maintained that Nigeria
is at a defining moment in its
history and needed a president
that could unite the country,
stressing that “Without unity,
there cannot be progress.”
While lamenting the
insecurity that has engulfed
the nation, he pointed out
that the next president must
be bold and courageous to
put an end to it, calling on the
delegates to support him to
emerge the party’s presidential
candidate, noting that it was
high time Nigerians supported
someone from the NorthCentral region to lead the
country.
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Protest Greets Plot By A’Ibom Gov To
Impose Cousin For Assembly Seat
A’IBOM

FROM COVER PAGE

Some chapter executive
members who attended
the meeting revealed that
the plan also included
using Option A4 instead
of the secret ballot
system, so that people
will be intimidated to
vote for the governor’s
cousin.
Onna has about the
highest
number
of
aspirants with 11 persons
so far cleared by the PDP
Screening
Committee
to contest in state
constituency
primary
election.
A chieftain of the party
in Onna, who pleaded
anonymity, accused the
governor of trying to
use the same method
he used in 2015 House
of Assembly primaries
and in 2020 to impose
an
unpopular
local

government leadership on
the people, vowing that
such “outdated tactics
will not work this time
around.”
Another stakeholder
of the party described
Gov Emmanuel’s action
as selfish, after serving
as a governor for seven
years and still wants to
impose his cousin as
state Assembly member,
not considering the fact
that the sitting House
member, Mr. Nse Essien,
and House of Reps
member, Hon. Patrick
Ifon, are all from his Awa
clan.
He nooted that the
governor’s hatred for
Oniong and Nung Ndem
clans was glaring, hence
he abandoned the Ndon
Eyo-Odio Road of just
15km that passes through
the local government
Secretariat at Abat.
But responding, the

Onna PDP chairman, Mr
Ubong Adiakpan said the
meeting at the hotel in
Uyo was at the instance of
the aspirant, Johnny, who
came to consult delegates
from Onna but never
dropped the name of the
governor at the event.
“After he had appealed
to delegates to stand by
him, I even jokingly said
if the governor would
queue behind him, that
all of us would also queue
behind the governor, so
he should pray for that to
happen.
“I also told him that
the governor had told
all the party elders from
Eket senatorial districts
that he has no hand or
anointed aspirant in
the house of assembly
election.

election would take;
whether it would be
by Option A4 or secret
ballot. We are still
expecting a briefing by
the state chairman of the
party. It is the party that
would decide where the
primaries would be held.
So I take directives from
the state,” Adiakpan said.

“As I’m talking to you
now, I don’t know the
format the primary Udom

From left: Permanent Secretary, Lagos State Ministry of Transportation, Mr Kamar Olowoshago; Commissioner for
Transportation, Dr Frederic Oladeinde and representative of the National Transport Commissioners Forum, Mrs
Chinwe Uwaegbute, during a news conference on the forthcoming National Transport Technology Conference and
Exhibition in Lagos on Monday. PHOTO: OLADAPO KAYODE/JAU/NAN

NDLEA Arrests 5 Suspects Providing Fake
Employments, Duping Job Seekers In Zamfara
ZAMFARA
FROM AHMAD IBRAHIM, GUSAU

National Drug Law and
Enforcement Agency, NDLEA,
has arrested five suspects who
are members of a syndicate
providing fake employments
and duping job seekers in
Zamfara State.
The suspects, who issue fake
security agencies employment
letters and identity cards
to unsuspecting members
of the public for the sum of

N400, 000, were reportedly
arrested during a coordinated
operations across Zamfara,
Kebbi and Bauchi States.
The anti-narcotic agency
disclosed that the leader of
the gang, Yakubu Sani, was
arrested in Gusau, Zamfara
State, following a credible
information which operatives
of NDLEA acted on.
As disclosed in a statement
released by the agency’s
director of Media and Advocacy,
Femi Babafemi, in Abuja on

Sunday, a follow-up operation
in Zuru, Kebbi State, led to
the arrest of another gang
member, Ibrahim Isah, while
three others, Dahiru Musa
Limanchi, Gambo Danladi and
Umar Abubakar were nabbed in
Bauchi State.
Babafemi stated that
recovered items from the
suspects included a fake
NDLEA ID card, NDLEA
guarantor form, INEC offer of
appointment letter, Nigerian
Customs Special Replacement

Form and appointment letter,
Nigerian Correctional Service
Replacement Form, credentials
of some applicants, receipts
and passport photos, as well
as five SIM packs and one MTN
SIM card.
Reacting to the feat, chaiman
of NDLEA, Mohamed Buba
Marwa commended the officers
for their professionalism, urged
them and others across the
country to remain steadfast
and continue to aspire to beat
previous records.

PDP’ll Reclaim
Nasarawa In
2023 If I’m
Given Ticket
- Maku
NASARAWA
FROM DAVID CHRISTOPHER, LAFIA

Gubernatorial aspirant under
the Peoples Democratic Party,
PDP, in Nasarawa State, Mr.
Labaran Maku has stated that
he decided to dumped the All
Progressives Grand Alliance,
APGA, for the Peoples
Democratic Party, PDP, based
on the clarion call from PDP
stakeholders and well-wishers
whom he saw seriousness in
to reclaim power from the All
Progressives Congress, APC,
whose performances he said
were very minimal in the state.
Maku,
a
former
Minister Of Information,
made the assertion in an
exclusive interview with
AljazirahNigeria, shortly after
a meeting with PDP delegates
in Keffi yesterday, saying
that he returned to PDP for
good, to clinch the party’s
gubernatorial ticket and to
subsequently win the main
election.
He said if he became the
party’s gubernatorial flagbearer, he would defeat
the incumbent Governor
Abdullahi Sule with ease at
the general elections, owing to
the fact that his performances
were nothing to be reckoned
with.
According to him,all the
two previous elections he
contested in, in 2015 and 2019
under the umbrella of APGA,
he won, but powers that be at
that time rigged the elections.
“When you look at
Nasarawa State you will agree
with me that nothing is going
seriously. Even to manage
traffic issues in Maraban
Gurku to Abuja road is a
problem. The only project
that was commissioned by
APC government in the state
is the bus terminal garage in
Maraban Gurku; all other
projects were initiated when
I was in government as PDP
minister, which shows that
something is wrong.
“As I returned to PDP and
if we win the coming elections
we are going to develop the
state. We want to show an
example of leadership again. I
believe that if the PDP ticket is
given to me this party will win
elections in 2023 unstoppable
because as a single actor I was
able to beat the ruling party in
the state twice.
“So, what I’m looking for
at the moment is the support
of all the PDP stakeholders,
members and well wishers to
enable us change the state in a
positive affirmations,” he said.
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Osun Not For
Sale To Highest
Bidder, Oyetola
Campaign
Council Replies
Adeleke
OSUN
FROM RICHARD AKINTADE, OSOGBO

Osun APC Directorate of
Publicity, Research and
Strategy has described as
absurd the boasting of the
candidate of the Peoples
Democratic Party, PDP,
Senator Ademola Adeleke,
to use what it said was illegal
money to buy votes to win
election in the state.
A statement signed by its
director, Kunle Oyatomi, and
made available to newsmen
yesterday in Osogbo, noted
that Osun is not for sale and
would never again allow “PDP
treasury looters” in the state.
Senator Adeleke had in
publication on some online
media platforms allegedly
boasted that he would use
foreign currencies like dollars,
pounds and Euros to win the
gubernatorial election in the
state.
He allegedly asserted that
people of Osun were very
poor and as a candidate who
came from a very rich family,
there was more than enough
money in hard currencies
for the people of the state
to win the forthcoming
gubernatorial election at all
cost.
According to him, “As you
all know, I’m from a very rich
family; we have more than
enough money, and I believed
that Osun voter would not be
worth more than 20 dollars
to buy their votes for us
to be convincingly win the
election.”
He was said to have made
the comment in a video clip
that has gone viral, noting
that the July 16 governorship
election in Osun was “fire-forfire.”
However,
the
All
Progressives Congress, APC,
in the state said the PDP would
be disgraced and smashed in
the governorship poll, as the
people were not ready to sell
their birthrights, no matter
how wealthy they might be.
The party said the PDP
would be taught a lifetime
lessons by the electorate to
prove that they were neither
poor nor ready to sell their
votes to anyone.
Meanwhile, the Adegboyega
Oyetola Campaign Council in
their own response described
as absurd, unthinkable and
totally unacceptable the boast
by Senator Adeleke that he
had acquired enough money
in hard currencies to buy
Osun and its people for the
July 16 governorship contest.
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Traders Lament Losses, As FCTA
Demolishes Abuja Mini Market
FCT

FROM COVER PAGE

Another trader and leader
of the mini market, Malam
Ibrahim Lawal expressed
anger over the incident,
but admitted that the FCTA
gave them a notice of three
months but it was not yet
time.
“I feel very bad because
we were given three months
but it’s not up to the three
months. We were following
up the issue till late last
week; the people that came
told us that they were sent

by the minister; others said
the minister is not aware of
the demolition; how comes?
The minister promised us
land, we have not seen it,”
he said.
Fielding
questions
from journalists after the
exercise, the Senior Special
Assistant on Monitoring,
Inspection and Enforcement
to the mMinister of FCT,
Ikharo Attah explained that
the market had constituted
a nuisance in the area.
He said pulling down
the
illegal
structures
would bring about sanity

in the area that had been
converted to mini market,
which is against the master
plan.
“This place is constituting
nuisances in Area 11. It
started as a small restaurant
gradually it metamorphose
into a market; now it has
become a serious challenge.
“The activities on this
single plot of land have
become a serious issue. The
Minister of FCT, Malam
Mohammad Bello has
directed that we should clear
the place; such illegality will
not stand. We gave them

warning before coming,”
Attah said.
On what the place
would be used forafter the
cleaning, Attah said the land
belonged to the NCWS, who
wouldill decide on what to
be done on the plot.
A customer who was at the
scene, Charles Olili said the
place was the only nearby
restaurant with affordable
foods, but that government
had powers to decide what
is good for the people. “It is
a legal plot of land but has
been turned into an illegal
market,” he said.

Chief of the Air Staff, Air Marshal Oladayo Amao (M-front row); President of Nigerian Air Force Wives Association, Mrs Elizabeth
Amao ; officiating priests and Nigerian Air Force (NAF) senior officers, after the Interdenominational Church Service to mark
the 58 Anniversary of NAF in Abuja on Sunday. PHOTO: JOHNSON UDEANI/NAN

Gunman Escapes In Family Car After Abducting Mother, Children In Delta
DELTA
FROM OWEN AKENZUA, ASABA

Unidentified
kidnapper
has abducted a housewife
identified as Faith, together
with her children in Sapele,
headquarters of Sapele Local
Government Area of Delta
State.
Sources told newsmen
that the masked gunmen
drove away in the family’s
car, a Toyota Sienna, 2007
model.
The
abduction
was

said to have happened at
Okirigbagha in Okirighwre
area of Sapele at about 10pm
on Sunday, as the woman
and children were being
driven home by the husband
after they closed from her
cosmetic shop.
According to sources, the
gunmen suddenly struck as
the family car approached
the entrance of their house
located at Ojo Alaba Street,
Okirighwre, and the woman’s
husband alighted from the
vehicle to open the gate.

The husband on noticing
a man in a black mask, tried
to retreat but the kidnapper
pointed a gun at him and
commanded him to lie down
on the ground, threatening
to shoot him if he raised the
alarm.
The yet-to-be-identified
gunman then jumped into
the car and zoomed off with
the woman and her children.
Meanwhile, the abductor
was said to have dropped
the children at a location
somewhere around the

town and later contact the
husband on phone, but was
yet to make any demand.
When contacted, the state
police spokesperson, Edafe
Bright promised to find out
about the situation.
Confirming the incident
later, Bright said the police
were investigating the
incident with a view to
ensuring that those behind
the nefarious activity are
brought to book, adding that it
would not be business as usual
again for criminals in the state.

Isaac Boro Celebration:
Disunity Has Destroyed Ijaw Nation - MOSIEND
MOSIEND called for proper Winston Cotterel Amain, collective struggle for a better
DELTA

FROM ANIEFIOK OBONG, YENAGOA

Leadership of Movement for
the Survival of Izon Ethnic
Nationality in the Niger Delta,
MOSIEND, has described the
disunity within the Ijaws states
of the Niger Delta region as
worse than Ebola virus.

cleanup and renewal of the
minds of the people, as that
it would further help in
correcting every action and
inaction that has ridiculed
their collective struggles.
The group made their
position in a statement in
Yenagoa yesterday, signed by
its national secretary, Amb.

during the 2022 Isaac Boro
Day celebration in Bayelsa
State.
The statement read: “Fellow
compatriots, let us use today to
clean ourselves from this Ebola
of disunity that has turned
us against ourselves; that
has made us to speak or take
actions that have ridiculed our
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place in the Nigeria, state.
“Let us use today to
unlock the potentials for our
liberation through setting up
Ijaw nation framework vis-avis Ijaw people republic. Let’s
us together set up the ijaw
Development Plan that will cut
across Arogbo in Ondo State to
Ebeano in Cross River State.

Fani-Kayode
Should Desist
From Cash and
Carry Politics
- Akase
BENUE
BY HENRY IBYA, MAKURDI

Special Adviser to Benue
State governor on Media
and Publicity, Mr Terver
Akase has described
the former Minister of
Aviation, Chief Femi Fani
Kayode’s call on Governor
Samuel Ortom and others
having security challenges
to handle same, as
unfortunate.
Akase was reacting to
media comments credited
to Fani-Kayode that
Governor Ortom and
others having security
challenges should not
leave it alone for President
Muhammadu Buhari. In a
statement made available to
Aljazirah Nigeria yesterday
in Makurdi, the governor’s
aide described the former
minister’s “inconsistent”
attitudes to that of a “cash
and carry” politician whose
loyalty was strictly to those
willing to foot his bills.
He said it was more
disappointing that FaniKayode, who had once
taken President Buhari to
the cleaners on issues of
insecurity, would forget
so easily by turning round
to attack people who are
fighting insecurity in the
land, insisting that he lacked
the moral justification to
engage either Governor
Ortom or any other
leader on issues of good
governance.
The special adviser said
Governor Ortom had been
one of the most proactive
governors in the area of
security, particularly by
being the first governor to
enact a law prohibiting open
grazing of animals which
has been a major cause of
clashes and bloodshed in
the country.
He stressed that the
Benue governor, for
championing this vanguard,
needed support of all
well meaning Nigerians
rather than deliberate
condemnation.
According to Akase, to
compliment
President
Buhari’s efforts in the fight
against insecurity, Governor
Ortom
has
equally
introduced life stock guards
to enforce the anti-open
grazing law, established
a community volunteer
guards at the state, local
government and ward levels
to complement efforts of
conventional security in
safeguarding the lives
of Benue people against
marauding herdsmen.
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“When I was younger I was trying to do
what I wanted to do, not what the game
wanted me to do.” – Thierry Henry

Transfer
Window: NLO
Division One
Embarks On
2-weeks Break
Nationwide League One, NLO has
announced a two-week hiatus of the
2022 league season commencing on
May 16, 2022.
The league organisers announced
Monday that the two weeks break
which will commence from May
16 through 31st, will also afford the
participating clubs the opportunity
to beef up their teams with new
players.
“The Nationwide League One
Secretariat hereby wishes to inform
all the Nationwide League One
Clubs that the league will commence
two weeks break from Monday
16th to 31st May 2022”, organisers
announced yesterday
“The NLO Secretariat expects
the clubs to use this break to fortify
their teams by registering additional
players to boost their teams”.
The NLO will also use the window
to play the NLO22 Division Two
League scheduled to commence
from Sunday May 22 to Saturday,
May 28, 2022
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Tiger Woods Feeling ‘Stronger’ At US PGA Masters

Tiger Woods expressed that he is feeling a “lot stronger”
than he did at last month’s Masters as he prepares to play
in this week’s US PGA Championship in Oklahoma.
Woods played nine holes on Sunday at Southern Hills,
where he won his fourth US PGA title in 2007
The 15-time major winner is still recuperating from
leg and foot injuries suffered in a car crash last February.
“We started ramping up a week ago, played a bit more
golf and it was good. Everything is better”, said Woods, 46.
The former world number one made the cut at the
Masters in April, just 14 months after his single-car
accident in Los Angeles left him unable to walk for three

months after needing multiple operations on his injuries.
He found the hilly terrain at Augusta National tiring though
and faded over the final two rounds, shooting consecutive
rounds of six-over-par 78.
However, his caddie Joe Lacava said on Sunday: “I think
the endurance is there now. I don’t think he’s getting quite as
tired as quickly.
“Other than the fact he won here 15 years ago, I think it’s
the stamina and endurance thing that excites him the most”.
The par-70 Southern Hills course in Tulsa has undergone a
renovation since Woods won his 13th major there and he paid
a visit several weeks ago to scope out the changes.

New Eagles Coach, Jose Peseiro
To Earn $70,000 Monthly

Despite having a poor Curriculum
Vitae with no knowledge of African
football, new Super Eagles Coach, Jose
Peseiro will earn whooping sum of $70,
000.00 as salary per month for an initial
12-month contract,
Although details of the contract
agreement between the Nigeria Football
Federation, NFF, and the newly
announced Head Coach of the Super
Eagles are not open to the public, it
has been gathered that the 62-year old
will sign an initial one year contract

Winnin
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says winning
difficult tha
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chasers Live
match for the
the pressure
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with the NFF subject to renewal if his
performances merit an extension
The NFF issued a press statement on
Sunday announcing it had settled for the
62-year-old, the federation was silent on
the details of the contract agreement with
the Portuguese manager.
It was gathered the new Super Eagles
Head Coach will receive $70,000
monthly , over N29m, from which he
would pay his two incoming personal
assistants.
It was further learned that the NFF is
signing just a year’s deal with Peseiro
with an option for another year depending
on how things turn out in the initial 12
months.
Among other clauses in his contract,
Peseiro is expected to watch 60 percent
of domestic league games as he has been
mandated to discover homegrown talents
for the national team.
Meanwhile, Peseiro Emerged Cheapest
Option
While a handful of other coaches were
also shortlisted for the Super Eagles job,
Peseiro in the end turned out to be the
cheapest option.

AFCON 2023: Mauritius Wins
Appeal To Play Against Nigeria

Sports Quiz
Test yourself with ALJAZIRAH
easy sports quiz questions
Two English players have won the
World Cup Golden Boot. Who are they?
Who is the Champions League’s top
goalscorer of all time?

Confederation of African Football,
CAF,director of Competition Mr. Samson
Adamu has confirmed that Mauritius has
won a case it filed against Sao Tomé and
Príncipe concerning their 2023 Africa Cup
of Nations preliminary qualifying fixture,
and will therefore join the combatants in
Group A of the qualification series starting
next month.
Victory for Mauritius at the CAF
Disciplinary Committee means they now
join Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and GuineaBissau in Group A of the six-match phase

that ends in March next year. Nigeria will
play Sierra Leone in Abuja on Thursday 9th
June and then play Mauritius on Monday
13th June.
Mauritius had filed a protest against
São Tomé and Príncipe, who won their
preliminary qualifying fixture, insisting that
one São Tomé player had tested positive for
COVID-19. “The matter became somewhat
more interesting because the player at the
center of the controversy is the one that
scored the only goal of the match”, said our
source at the time.

India 2022: Flamingos Le
Head Coach Bankole
Olowookere has picked 22
players for Friday’s FIFA
U-17 Women’s World Cup
qualification final round, the
first leg match between Nigeria
and Ethiopia in Addis Ababa.
The delegation will travel to
Addis Ababa on Wednesday.

After home
victories over th
Republic of Con
the Flamingos
hurdle to negoti
team that sensa
South Africa’
packing with a
Johannesburg.
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“If you believe in something and have the
strength not to give up, it can happen. I am
the living proof it can be done.”
– Samuel Eto’o
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NBA Play-offs: Boston Celtics knock Out Defending Champion Milwaukee Bucks

PGA Masters

Defending champions the Milwaukee
Bucks were eliminated from the NBA
play-offs after a heavy defeat by the
Boston Celtics in their Eastern Conference
semi-final decider.
The Celtics won game seven 109-81 at
home and will now face the Miami Heat
in the Eastern Conference finals.
Grant Williams hit 27 points, including
seven three-pointers, for Boston, while
Jayson Tatum added 23.
Giannis Antetokounmpo top-scored for

ltiple operations on his injuries.
in at Augusta National tiring though
two rounds, shooting consecutive
.
oe Lacava said on Sunday: “I think
w. I don’t think he’s getting quite as

e won here 15 years ago, I think it’s
ce thing that excites him the most”.
Hills course in Tulsa has undergone a
won his 13th major there and he paid
to scope out the changes.

the Bucks with 25 points.
The two-time former MVP started
strongly as the Bucks led 26-20 after the
first quarter but then cooled off as the
Celtics streaked away.
Boston converted 22 of their 55 threepoint attempts, while Milwaukee made
only four of their 33 efforts from deep.
The Celtics, who have won a jointrecord of 17 NBA titles along with the
Los Angeles Lakers, move on to their
fourth conference finals appearance in

the past six years, seeking their first title
since 2008.
In Sunday’s other game-seven fixture,
the Dallas Mavericks booked their place in
the Western Conference finals with a 12390 victory over hosts the Phoenix Suns.
Luka Doncic recorded 35 points and
10 rebounds, while Spencer Dinwiddie
scored 30 points off the bench and Jalen
Brunson added 24.
The top-seeded Suns were early favorites
to win the 2022 NBA championship

Winning EPL Is More Difficult Than Champions League – Hasenhutti Djokovic Makes
It 370 Weeks At
Number One

Southampton boss Ralph Hasenhuttli
says winning the Premier League is more
difficult than winning the Champions
League.
The Saints welcome league titlechasers Liverpool on Tuesday a must-win
match for the Reds if they are to maintain
the pressure on Manchester City.
According to Southampton boss,

Liverpool is four points behind City with
a game in hand.
“This is still the title that’s the most
countable for everybody because it’s the
hardest to get”, he said.
“For me, it’s even harder to be over 38
games in the Premier League consistently
on the top than to win the Champions
League sometimes”.

However, in the others with some
matches to go winners have emerged but
different is the ball game in the EPL.
It’s a battle to finish, until the last day of
the league game, the winner is unknown,
the battle to enter the top 4, another fight
to enter the top 6 while at relegation it’s
also a serious battle unlike other leagues
in the world.

Novak Djokovic extended his record at
the top of the ATP rankings to 370 weeks
yesterday while Rafael Nadal drops down
a place to number five.
The Spaniard was knocked out of
the Italian Open in the last 16 and is
leapfrogged by the Greek Stefanos
Tsitsipas who made it all the way to the
final where he was turned over in straight
sets by an inspired Djokovic.
The Serb, who claimed his sixth Italian
Open title, has now spent 60 weeks more
at number one than the next man on the
list Roger Federer ,310. Nadal is sixth on
the all-time list with 209.
With the French Open starting on
Sunday, Djokovic is guaranteed top
seeding at Roland Garros and will retain
the top spot for at least another two
weeks.
Norwegian Casper Ruud climbs two
places from tenth to eighth after reaching
the semi-finals in Rome while Italian
Matteo Berrettini, who had an operation
on his right hand at the end of March
and will miss the French Open, goes the
other way.
Rankings (players representing Russia
and Belarus are banned from competing
under the name or flag of Russia or
Belarus until further notice.

lamingos Leave For Addis Ababa Tomorrow
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After home-and-away
victories over the Democratic
Republic of Congo and Egypt,
the Flamingos have a final
hurdle to negotiate against a
team that sensationally sent
South Africa’s Bantwana
packing with a 3-0 win in
Johannesburg.

Olowookere’s girls are also
to be dreaded, having scored
14 goals and conceded none in
their four qualifying matches so
far. They defeated DR Congo
8-0 on aggregate and handed
Egypt a 6-0 aggregate spanking
in the third round.
Friday’s match will hold at

the Abebe Bekila Stadium in
Addis Ababa starting from 4
pm Ethiopia time ,2 pm Nigeria
time, and will be superintended
by Namibian officials. The
return leg is already scheduled
for the National Stadium, Abuja
on Saturday, June 4.
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Shugaban hafsan sojin sama, Air Marshal Oladayo Amao (M-jere na gaba); Shugabar kungiyar matan sojojin saman Najeriya, Misis Elizabeth Amao (R na biyar); limaman coci da manyan hafsoshin sojojin
saman Najeriya, bayan kungiyar Interdenominational Church Service domin gudanar da tattakin cika shekaru 58 na NAF a Abuja, kwanan nan.
HOTO: NAN

Osun Ba Ta Sayarwa Bace Ga Xan
Takara - Martani Ga Adeleke
Majalisar Kamfen xin Gwamna
Gboyega Oyetola ta bayyana
cewa ba ta sayarwa bace ga mai
neman takara mafi girma a zaven
gwamnan da za a yi a ranar 16
ga watan Yuli. Da yake mayar
da martani ga kalaman da aka ce
Sanata Ademola Adeleke, xan
takarar gwamna na jam’iyyar PDP
ya yi a qarshen mako, qungiyar ta
bayyana maganar a matsayin wauta
kuma ba za a amince da ita ba.
Wata sanarwa da babban
daraktan qungiyar yaqin neman
zaven Sanata Ajibola Bashiru ya
fitar a ranar Litinin a Osogbo, ta
ce alfaharin da Adeleke ya yi na
samun isassun kuxaxe – na gida
da na waje – na aiwatar da burinsa
na siyasa abin kunya ne.
Idan za a iya tunawa, Adeleke ya
yi a qarshen mako a lokacin yaqin
neman zaven jam’iyyar a Osun ta
tsakiya, ya ce “Mutanen Osun, ku
ne za ku yanke hukunci. “Idan

batun kuxi ne, ina da isasshe. Na
zo da kuxi masu yawa. “Kuma ba
Naira kaxai ba ce; Na zo da daloli,
fam da Yuro. A wannan karon a
Osun, bani in baka ne”.
Bashiru ya ce a kullum dan
takarar jam’iyyar PDP yana
nuna wa masu zabe cewa ba shi
da wani abin da zai iya bayarwa.
“Mutanen Osun ba su da yaudara.
Mun bar su cikin kokwanto a kan
ingancin jam’iyyarmu, APC da
gwamnatinmu, ciki har da irin
karfin da dan takararmu zai iya
bayarwa a cikin shekaru uku da
rabi da suka gabata.
“Mun tabbatar ta hanyar
dabarun gudanar da mulki na
dunkulewa cewa mutanen mu ne
karfinmu kuma ba ma daukar su
da wasa ba kuma ba za mu taba
daukar su a banza ba. “Wannan
ya bayyana dalilin da ya sa duk
da yadda zaben 2018 ya gudana,
gwamnatinmu ta fara shiga tsakani

na samar da ababen more rayuwa
daga Ede, mahaifar dan takarar
PDP. “Mutanen Osun sun waye,
sun san cewa jihar da ‘yan kasa ba
a siyar da su ga wanda ya fi kowa
kudi ba.
“Don haka ya kamata dan
takarar PDP ya ajiye kudinsa.
Ko kuma mafi kyau har yanzu,
zai iya tura wadannan albarkatun
don kafa masana’antu don samar
da ayyukan yi ga mutane. “Ta
haka, zai kuma tallafa wa kokarin
gwamnati mai ci a cikin shekaru
uku da rabi da suka gabata na
bunkasa masana’antu a jihar tare
da sauya labarinta a matsayinta na
ma’aikatan gwamnati, zuwa ga ci
gaba da ayyukan tattalin arziki.
“A rubuce yake cewa tun
lokacin da gwamnatin Oyetola ke
jagorantar wannan jiha ta xauki
qwararan matakai na buxe jihar
domin zuba jari, kuma ta samu
damar jawo jari da dama a jihar

Osun, wanda hakan ya taimaka
wajen havaka tattalin arzikin
jihar. “Muna tabbatar wa xan
takarar PDP cewa kamar yadda
gwamnati ta yi wa sauran ‘yan wasa
a kamfanoni masu zaman kansu, za
mu samar da ingantaccen filin wasa
don bunqasa kasuwancinsa tare da
tabbatar da Osun da al’ummarta
sun sami fa’ida mafi yawa daga
jarin”, in ji shi.
Bashiru ya kuma gargaxi
Adeleke da kada ya zafafa siyasa
da kalamansa na tada zaune tsaye,
yana mamakin abin da yake nufi
da cewa ‘wuta ta tashi a wannan
karon’. “A matsayinmu na jam’iyya
mai kishin qasa, muna kira ga
Sanata Adeleke da jam’iyyarsa da
su rungumi xabi’ar zaman lafiya
da harkokin siyasa a yaqin neman
zave. “Dole ne mu guji duk wani
sharhi ko aiki da zai kawo cikas ga
zaman lafiya da a jiharmu,” in ji
shi.

LAWMA Ta Kama Mutum 65 Da Laifin Gurvata Muhalli
Hukumar Kula da Tsaftar Muhalli
ta Legas (LAWMA) ta kama wasu
mutum 65 a wurare daban-daban a
faxin jihar bisa laifin lalata muhalli.
Manajan Darakta / Babban Darakta
na LAWMA, Mista Ibrahim
Odumboni, shi ya bayyana haka a
wata sanarwa ranar Litinin a Legas.
Odumboni ya ce hukumar ta sake
sabunta kai hare-hare kan miyagun
wurare.
Ya ce sabon harin ba zai bar wani
mai laifi ba, saboda lokaci da za a
kawo qarshen lalata muhalli a jihar

da gangan.
Odumboni ya qara da cewa tun da
daxewa LAWMA ta roqi jama’a da
su guji aikata gangancin da ke kawo
cikas ga al’ummar gari amma tare
da rashin haxin kai daga mafi rinjaye
basu daina ba.
“Mun dade muna roqon, amma
yanzu lokaci ya yi da za mu xauki
mataki. Sabon harin yana kan har
matuqin jirgi kuma ba zai bar wani
mai keta doka ba. “Dole ne a sanya
mutane su biya tara domin sun lalata
mazauninsu da gangan. An kama

mutum da dama a wurare dabandaban a wannan yunquri, kuma
za a gurfanar da su a gaban kuliya
domin hana wasu marasa kishin
qasa ci gaba da aikatawa.
“ Xabi’ar zubar da shara ba bisa
qa’ida ba yana da illa ga muhalli,
kamar toshe hanyoyin magudanar
ruwa, vata muhalli, da yaxuwar
cututtuka, da dai sauransu,” in ji
Odumboni.
Shugaban na LAWMA ya nanata
qudurin hukumar na tabbatar da
tsaftar kowane lungu da saqo na

jihar. Ya buqaci mazauna yankin
da su yi koyi da abubuwan sarrafa
shara mai inganci. Odumboni ya
qara da cewa hukumarsa tana aiki
da hukumar kula da unguwanni
da hukumar kula da ababen hawa
(MVAA) domin gudanar da sahihin
sa ido ga mutane da na’urar xaukar
hoto, domin ganowa da kama
mutane da masu ababen hawa da
ke yin safarar sharar gida a cikin gari.
Ya yi kira da a noma da su
daidaita halaye da wayewar muhalli
domin amfanin kowa da kowa.

Ku Bayar Da
Bayanan Gaskiya
Kawai - Shugaban
NUJ Ga ‘Yan
Jarida
Shugaban Qungiyar ‘Yan Jaridu ta
Qasa (NUJ), Mista Chris Isiguzo, ya
xora wa ‘yan jarida alhakin kiyaye
nauyin da ya rataya a wuyansu yayin
da zaven 2023 ke qara gabatowa.
Shugaban NUJ ya yi wannan kiran
ne a Bauchi a ranar Litinin da ta
gabata, yayin qaddamar da wani
littafi mai suna ‘My Journey’. ”
Mista Shuaibu Leman, Sakataren
Qungiyar NUJ na Qasa ne ya rubuta
a yayin bikin ritayarsa a matsayin
ma’aikacin gwamnati. A cewarsa, ya
kamata ‘yan jarida su riqa bin diddigi
tare da yaxa labaran gaskiya kawai.
“Yan siyasa sun riga sun fara kai
hari da kazan. Suna ko’ina suna
faxin abubuwa da yawa. Abubuwan
da za su yi; abubuwan da ba za su yi
ba da kuma abubuwan da ba su da
ikon yi. “Yanzu ya kamata kafofin
yaxa labarai su tashi tsaye su kalli
abin da suke cewa; bincika takardun
manufofinsu, hangen nesa da duk
alqawuransu. “Dole ne mu tashi
don bikin kuma kada mu kasance a
matsayin karnukan farauta, dole ne
mu zama masu sa ido kamar yadda
aka ayyana mu a fili,” in ji shi.
Isiguzo ya bayyana marubucin a
matsayin mutum mai hazaqa wanda
ya yi kyakkyawar hidima ga qungiyar
ta NUJ, don haka ne ma ximbin ‘yan
jarida suka halarci bikin domin taya
shi murna. A nasa jawabin Leman
ya ce littafin ya qunshi abubuwan da
NUJ ta yi da kuma abin da ba ta yi
nasara ba a cikin shekaru 19 da suka
gabata. “Mun yi iya qoqarinmu
kuma muna fatan waxanda za su zo
bayanmu za su qara yin akan hakan.
Ko da na fice daga qungiyar, babban
abin da ya fi damuna shi ne rashin
walwala ga ‘yan jarida.
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An Buqaci
Gwamnati Ta
Maida Hankali
Kan Noma
Domin Havaka
Tattalin Arziki
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

Wani masanin tattalin arziki, Tope Fasua
ya buqaci gwamnatin tarayya da ta qara
himma a fannin noma don magance
matsalar abinci da ake fama da ita a
duniya sakamakon yaqin Qasar Rasha.
Fasua ya bayyana haka ne a Abuja ranar
Litinin.
Asusun ba da lamuni na duniya IMF,
ya ce yankin Kudu da Hamadar Sahara
na buqatar mayar da martanin siyasa
cikin tsanaki domin tunkarar qalubalen
sabuwar girgizar tattalin arzikin da yaqin
Ukraine ya haifar.
Ya ce, duk da haka, nahiyar Afirka
ta fuskanci matsalar tattalin arziki
tun kafin rikicin duniya da Korona ya
haifar da yaqin Ukraine. Fasua ya ce
kafin Korona, ba mu ji daxin zuwanta,
musamman a Nijeriya. Masanin tattalin
arzikin ya bayyana cewa, wasu qasashe a
nahiyar Afirka na samun bunqasuwa da
kashi bakwai ko takwas cikin 100, inda
ya qara da cewa gaba xaya yanayin ci
gaban qasashen Afirka na cikin damuwa.
“Abin mamaki ba sabon abu bane,
yana iya xan havaka fiye da yadda
yake a da amma ba wani sabon abin
firgita bane. “Yanzu, suna magana ne
game da Rasha da Ukraine da kuma
yadda qasashen Afirka suka dogara da
waxannan qasashe biyu don abinci, hatsi
a cikin wannan misali, alqama don yin
burodi. “A qasa kamar Nijeriya, ana
noman alqama kaxan a nan amma idan
ka dubi yanayin qasa, daga Arewa zuwa
Kudu, watakila za mu iya noma komai
a qasar nan.
“Abin da ba za ku iya nomawa a
Arewa ba, za ku iya noma a Kudu.”
Fasua, xan takarar shugabancin Nijeriya
a 2019, ya ce Nijeriya ta yi amfani da
wataqila kashi 30 ko qasa da haka na
qasar noma, don haka abin tambaya
a nan shi ne me ake jira da sauran.
“Nijeriya qasa ce mai yawan noma, duk
da haka shekaru 62 bayan samun ‘yancin
kai ba za mu iya yin abin da ya wuce
noman shinkafa ba. “Har ila yau, ba ma
noman amfanin gona yadda ya kamata,
kuma ba ma noman isasshe, ba ma noma
iri-iri a cikin hukumar, har ma da wanda
muke buqata. ‘’
“Don haka, abin da za mu fara shi ne
mu qara himma a harkar noma tare da
kawo wasu kimiyya cikin aikin noma,
sannan mu gane sa’armu, iyawarmu,
qarfinmu da muka gina da kuma ci
gabanta. “Ya kamata kuma mu qara
kima, mu daina fitar da xanyen abubuwa
kawai da ba sa ba mu isassun daloli
don irin abubuwan da muke buqata
ga sauran qasashen duniya.” labarin ci
gaba, ya qara da cewa dole ne a canza
koyarwar tattalin arziki kamar yadda ya
shafi Afirka.
A cewarsa, ba sai mun ja layikan
mutanen da wataqila ba su damu ba,
me ya sa ba mu damu da kanmu ba.
Ya ce kamata ya yi qasashen Afirka
su riqa samun ci gaba mai lamba biyu,
musamman qasa kamar Nijeriya. Fasua
ta ce hakan ya faru ne saboda an samu
qaruwar hauhawar farashin kayayyaki da
hauhawar farashin kayayyaki a yawan
al’ummar qasashen Afirka.
“Don haka, ta yaya za ku biya
don hauhawar farashin kayayyaki da
qaruwar yawan jama’a. Ci gaban tattalin
arzikinku a kowace shekara dole ne ya
fi haxewar hauhawar farashin kayayyaki
da havakar al’umma da rage darajar
kuxinku.

NSCDC Ta Gargaxi Kamfanonin Dake
Xaukar Ma’aikatan Tsaron Ba Bisa Qa’ida Ba
Hukumar Tsaro ta Nijeriya NSCDC
ta gargaxi masu gudanar da wasu
kamfanoni masu zaman kansu a
Akwa Ibom da su yi musu rajista
ko kuma su fuskanci sakamakon
abin da suka aikata. Kwamandan
NSCDC na Jihar Akwa Ibom,
Mista Abidemi Majekodunmi, ne
ya bayyana hakan a garin Uyo a
ranar Litinin xin da ta gabata, inda
ya bayyana cewa, rundunar ta yi wa
Kamfanoni 67 masu zaman kansu
rajista (PGCs) a jihar.
Majekodunmi ya ce ya zama
wajibi dukkan kamfanonin gadi
masu zaman kansu su yi rajista da
hukumar ya qara da cewa duk wani

abu da bai wuce hakan ba abu ne da
ba za a amince da shi ba. “Ayyukan
na PGC shi ne samar da tsaro,
kariya, bayanai da kuma ingantattun
bayanai tun lokacin da suke aiki a
wuraren gwamnati da masu zaman
kansu a kowane fanni na ayyukan
sana’a. “Ta hanyar horarwa da
ayyukan sa ido ta NSCDC, suna
cike da qwararru domin havaka iya
aiki.
Majekodunmi ya ce “Maganin
ya yi daidai da vullar abubuwan da
ke faruwa a duniya a fannin haxin
gwiwar jama’a da masu zaman
kansu don samar da tsaro da
kuma daqile rashin tsaro a qasar.”

Kwamandan Jihar ya ce NSCDC ba
za ta amince da duk wani kamfanin
gadi mai zaman kansa da ba shi da
rajista a jihar ba, musamman saboda
qalubalen tsaro da ke addabar qasar.
Ya buqaci xaixaikun mutane
da qungiyoyi masu son xaukar
jami’in tsaro masu zaman kansu
da su tsallaka zuwa ofishin hukumar
NSCDC don tabbatar da cewa sun
yi wa waxanda suka xauka aiki
rajista.
Majekodunmi ya yi gargaxi kan
yadda za a magance gurbatattun
albarkatun man fetur, lalata
taransfoma da na’urorin lantarki a
jihar.

Dan takarar shugaban kasa na jam’iyyar APC, Uju Kennedy-Ohanenye (M) tare da mambobin kungiyar dalibai mata ta
Najeriya, a ziyarar da suka kai wa dan takarar a Abuja, kwanan nan. HOTO: NAN
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Kotu Ta Tsare
Wani Mutum
Da Laifin Lalata
Karamar Yarinya

Kotun Majistare da ke Surulere
a Legas, a ranar Litinin, ta ba da
umarnin a tsare wani mutum mai
shekaru 43, Kingsley Henshaw,
da ake tuhuma da laifin yin
garkuwa da wata yarinya ‘yar
shekara 12 da kuma yin lalata
da ita a gidan gyaran hali. ‘Yan
sanda sun tuhumi Henshaw
da tsarewa ba bisa qa’ida ba
da kuma lalata. Alqalin kotun,
Misis M.I. Dan-Oni, ta bayar da
umarnin a tsare shi a gidan yari
na Ikoyi.
Dan-Oni ta umurci masu
gabatar da qara da su kwafi
fayil xin qarar zuwa daraktan
qararrakin jama’a na jihar, DPP,
domin samun shawarwarin
shari’a. Ta xage sauraron qarar
har zuwa ranar 15 ga watan
Yuni domin shawarar jami’an
na DPP. Tun da farko, Lauyan
masu gabatar da qara, Sufeto
Courage Ekhueorohan, ya shaida
wa kotun cewa Henshaw ya
aikata laifin ne a watan Oktoban
shekarar 2021 a lamba 33
Ayodele St., Itire Surulere, Legas.
Ekhueorohan ya ce Henshaw ya
ja yarinyar mai shekaru 12 zuwa
gidan abokinsa ya kuma lalata ta.
Laifin, Ekhueorohan ya ce,
ya sava wa tanadin sashe na
137, 144 da 170 (1) (a) na dokar
laifuka na jihar Legas, 2015.
Sashe na 137 ya tanadi xaurin
rai da rai saboda laifin ya
qazanta.

Qungiya Qwadago Ta Yi Kira Da A Janye Takardar Hana
Ma’aikatan Gwamnati Shiga Siyasa
Qungiyar Qwadago ta Nijeriya (NLC) ta
yi kira ga ofishin shugaban ma’aikatan
tarayya (OHSF) da ya janye takardar
da ke iqirarin haramta wa ma’aikatan
gwamnati da na harkokin siyasa.
Shugaban NLC, Mista Ayuba Wabba, ya
shaida wa Kamfanin Dillancin Labaran
Nijeriya ranar Litinin a Abuja.
Wabba yana mayar da martani ne
ga wata sanarwa da OHSF ta fitar mai
taken, “Sake bayyana Dokokin Samar da
Ma’aikatan Gwamnati (PSR) dangane
da hukuncin Kotun Qoli dangane da
Shigar Ma’aikatan Gwamnati a Siyasar
Vangaranci’’.
Shugaban NLC ya bayyana shi a
matsayin “mummunar da’ira da rashin
tushe”. Idan dai za a iya tunawa, a
ranar 8 ga watan Mayu, Ofishin OHSF
ta ba da wata sanarwa ga shugabannin
ma’aikatu da hukumomin gwamnatin
tarayya daban-daban. Sanarwar ta yi
iqirarin cewa bisa la’akari da ra’ayin
Babban Lauyan Tarayya kuma Ministan
Shari’a na ranar 28 ga Nuwamba, 2018,
an hana ma’aikatan gwamnati shiga ko
shiga harkokin siyasa ta kowace fuska.
A cewarsa, tun bayan fitar da
sanarwar, majalisar ta cika da kirayekirayen da ma’aikata da sauran ‘yan
Nijeriya masu kishin qasa ke yi kan abin
da ke cikin takardar. “Har ila yau, mun
shagaltu da manyan jiga-jigan shari’a a
duk faxin qasar kan sahihancin dokar da
ke qunshe a cikin da’irar.”
Haka kuma, kundin tsarin mulkin
1999 ko Kotun Qoli bai bai wa
ma’aikatan gwamnati izinin shiga
harkokin siyasa ba.
“Tsarin doka mai lamba 030422 na
Dokar Ma’aikata (2008) Kotun Qoli ba

ta soke shi ba, don haka suna ci gaba
da aiki tare da bin duk wani ma’aikacin
gwamnati da ke neman shiga takara ko
zaven fidda gwani na jam’iyya.
“Ya kamata a aiwatar da tanadetanaden Dokokin 030402 (g), 030422
da 030423 na Dokokin Ma’aikatan
Gwamnati (2008 Edition),” in ji shi.
“Ya kamata a ja hankalin ma’aikatan
gwamnati kan yadda hukuncin Kotun
Qoli a INEC da Musa bai yi watsi da
waxannan tanade-tanade na dokokin
aikin gwamnati ba. “Dole ne su bi duk
wani ma’aikacin gwamnati da ke son
neman tsayawa takara ko shiga zaven
fidda gwani na jam’iyya,” a cewar
sanarwar.
A cewar Wabba, martaninmu kan
wannan qasida shi ne mu bayyana
cewa, yayin da muke girmama babban
ofishin shugaban ma’aikatan tarayya da
kuma babban lauyan gwamnati da kuma
ministan shari’a waxanda bisa ga dukkan
alamu suna cikin idanunsu kan hargitsin
da hukumar ta haifar.
Ya qara da cewa, mun gamsu kuma
mun tabbata cewa matsayarku a kan
wannan al’amari ya sava wa qa’ida da
tsarin kundin tsarin mulkin Tarayyar
Nijeriya na 1999. “Matsayinku da na
Babban Lauyan Gwamnati da Ministan
Shari’a su ma sun yi watsi da halaye da
qa’idojin Kundin Tsarin Mulki.
“Kundin tsarin mulkin Tarayyar
Nijeriya a matsayin qa’ida kuma
mahaifar dukkan dokoki a Nijeriya ya
wuce duk wata doka kuma ta yi watsi
da kowace doka,” in ji shi.
Ya yi nuni da cewa sashe na 40 na
kundin tsarin mulkin qasar na 1999
ya fito qarara a cikin tanadin da bai

cancanta ba da kuma tabbatar da
‘yancin kowane xan Nijeriya ciki har
da ma’aikatan gwamnati na haxuwa
cikin walwala da cuxanya da sauran
mutane. Ya qara da cewa, dole ne mu
bayyana cewa matsayin sashe na 40 na
kundin tsarin mulkin tarayyar Nijeriya
na shekarar 1999 ya qara qarfafa sashe
na 66 ( 1); 107 (1 137 142 (2).
“Sharaxi xaya tilo shi ne irin
waxannan bayin Allah su yi murabus
daga muqamansu aqalla kwanaki 30
kafin a gudanar da zaven da za su tsaya
a matsayin ’yan takara (ba masu neman
takara ba). Ya lura cewa, bisa la’akari
da tanade-tanaden sashe na 107 (1 137
(1 142(2)); 182; 187(2) da kuma na 222
na kundin tsarin mulkin Nijeriya, muna
tambaya cewa, “ko zai yiwu ma’aikacin
gwamnati ya fito kamar yadda xan mai
muqamin siyasa zai fito takarar jam’iyyar
siyasa kuma ya murabus idan bai da kati
jam’iyyar siyasa?”
“Amsar wannan tambaya ita ce
duk bayanin da ake buqata game da
cancantar ma’aikatan gwamnati don
shiga cikin siyasar vangaranci,” in ji shi.
Wabba ya kuma bayyana cewa, taron
siyasa na ma’aikatan NLC na qasa da
aka gudanar a watan Maris, NLC ta
buqaci ma’aikatan Nijeriya da su shiga
jam’iyyun siyasa masu son ma’aikata
da kuma waxanda suka yi rajista da
Yarjejeniyar Ma’aikata ta Nijeriya.
Ya ce, abin takaici ne yadda sanarwar
da HoSF ta fito ta fito da nufin kawar
da sha’awar da ma’aikatan Nijeriya ke
da shi na samar da wani gagarumin
taro wanda zai tabbatar da ci gaban
dambarwar siyasa a babban zaven 2023.
“Ma’aikatan Nijeriya ba za su

sake zama a kwance suna kallon ‘yan
siyasa marasa kishin qasa suna wasa da
makomar qasarmu ba,” in ji shi. Wabba
ya kuma ce ma’aikatan Nijeriya da
ma’aikatan gwamnati sun yi watsi da
raxe-raxin cewa akwai ‘yan Nijeriya da
ke da ‘yancin mallakar tikitin tsayawa
takarar jam’iyyar siyasa da tsayawa zave
yayin da aikin ma’aikata shi ne a qirga
musu quri’u.
Ya qara da cewa ma’aikatan Nijeriya
ba za su kaxa quri’a a zaven 2023 kaxai
ba, za su fafata ne don neman tikitin
tsayawa takarar jam’iyyun siyasar
da suke so. Ya kuma qara da cewa a
lokacin da ma’aikata da suka haxa
da ma’aikatan gwamnati suka fito a
matsayin ‘yan takarar jam’iyyunsu na
siyasa, sun san yin abin da ya kamata ta
hanyar yin murabus daga muqamansu
kwanaki talatin kafin babban zave.
“Dangane da abubuwan da suka gabata,
muna ba ofishinku shawara da ya janye
wa’adin da aka zayyana da kuma rashin
tushe wanda ke nufin hana ma’aikatan
gwamnati da na shiga harkokin siyasa
na vangaranci.
‘Kamar yadda muka bayyana qarara
a bayanan da suka gabata, tanadetanaden Kundin Tsarin Mulkin Tarayyar
Nijeriya da hukuncin Kotun Qoli sun fi
na tsarin mulki da yawa, don haka suke
bin qa’idoji da tsare-tsare a Nijeriya.
“A matsayinka na mai kiyaye dokokin
ma’aikatan gwamnati na xaya a Nijeriya,
ya kamata ya zama mai kima da sanin
makamar aiki fiye da sanya kanka a wani
matsayi da ke nuna ka a matsayin qarya
mafi girma da kuma hukunce-hukuncen
da ke tafiyar da zaman lafiyar al’umma
a Nijeriya.
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Biden Sends US Troops To Somalia

Several hundred American
troops may return to Somalia
after authorisation by U.S.
President, Joe Biden for their
redeployment.
Some U.S. officials revealed
yesterday after Donald Trump
ordered their withdrawal during
his presidency.
The order by Joe Biden is
a reversal of the decision by
President Donald J. Trump to
withdraw nearly all 700 ground
troops who had been stationed
there, according to officials.
Prior to Trump’s withdrawal,
reports had it that the United
States had about 700 troops

in Somalia focused on helping
local forces defeat the al Qaedalinked al Shabaab insurgency.
“President
Biden
has
approved a request from
the Secretary of Defense to
reestablish a persistent U.S.
military presence in Somalia
to enable a more effective fight
against al Shabaab,” a senior
administration official, speaking
on the condition of anonymity,
said, as reported by the Reuters.
Mr. Biden has also approved a
Pentagon request for standing
authority to target about a
dozen suspected leaders of Al
Shabab, the Somali terrorist

group that is affiliated with Al
Qaeda, three of the officials said,
the NewYork Times reports.
Somalia has been at the
receiving end of several
attacks by Al Qaeda-linked
insurgent group al Shabaab
which is seeking to collapse the
government and establish its
own rule in Somalia based on its
strict interpretation of Islamic
Sharia law.
Two weeks ago, Al-Shabaab
jihadists armed with guns
and explosives stormed an
African Union base in Somalia
on Tuesday, triggering a fierce
firefight that killed Burundian
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peacekeepers.
A high-ranking Burundian
military officer said about 30
soldiers were killed and another
22 wounded, while a dozen were
missing, according to the media.
Somalia has endured conflict
and clan battles with no strong
central government since the
fall of Dictator Mohamed Siad
Barre in 1991.
While the United States did
not have troops in Somalia since
Trump ordered their withdrawal
in December 2020, the military
has occasionally carried out
strikes in the country and has
had troops in nearby countries.

South Africa: Eskom Announces Load Shedding, Battles Generating Capacity Shortfall
South African state-owned electricity
utility will implement power cuts
during evening peak yesterday and
today, the CEO Andre de Ruter
announced.
Eskom CEO yesterday the return
to a typical winter pattern during
the evening made it harder for
the system to handle the demand.
Between 5 pm and 10 pm, South

African will therefore have to reduce
the usage of electricity and to switch
off all non-essential items.
Several power stations not working
have contributed to the breakdown.
Some were offline due to planned
maintenance but the Southern
African country experiences a
16,307MW loss in generating
capacity due to breakdowns.

Consequently, load shedding will
be increased to stage 4, a statement
read, adding it would only be
implemented as a last resort to
protect the national grid.
Load shedding comprises 8 stages
and the higher the load shedding
stage the more frequently customers
experience it. Stage 4 means power
cuts could be increased to 4,000 MW.

If the impact will be less
pronounced on business owners,
the domestic consumers will bear
the brunt.
Ongoing electricity disruption
threatens to affect South Africa’s
economy. It is estimated that in 2020
load shedding cost South Africa’s
economy R500 million per stage,
per day.

AU Chair Wants Pan-African Financial Rating Agency
Chairman of the African Union,
AU, Macky Sall, has called for the
creation of an African financial
rating agency in the face of
“sometimes very arbitrary”
evaluations by international
agencies that exaggerate the risk
of investment in Africa, which
increases the cost of credit.
Mr. Sall spoke of “the need
to have a pan-African rating
agency in the face of injustices,
ratings that are sometimes very

arbitrary”, in a speech broadcast
on Sunday on the private radio
RFM.
He had spoken the day before
at the “Dakar 2022 Economic
Conference” organised by African
economists on the theme “Africa
as a leading partner”.
“In 2020, while all economies
were suffering the effects of
Covid-19, 18 of the 32 African
countries rated by at least one
of the major rating agencies had

their ratings downgraded. This
represents 56% of downgrades
for African countries compared
to a global average of 31% during
the period,” he said.
“Studies have shown that at
least 20% of the rating criteria
for African countries are based
on rather subjective factors of
a cultural or linguistic nature,
unrelated to the parameters that
gauge the stability of an economy,”
he said.

One of the consequences is that
“the perception of investment
risk in Africa is still higher than
the real risk. We end up paying
more than we should in insurance
premiums, which makes it more
expensive to lend to our countries.
African countries “continue
to pay very high-interest rates
because of an unfair system
of assessing investment risk
in Africa,” Sall also Senegal’s
President said.

ة

UK To Send First
Batch Of Asylum
Seekers To Rwanda
United Kingdom will send the first
batch of asylum seekers to Rwanda
in the coming days, a month after
a deal to resettle illegal migrants
was signed with the east African
country.
Under the scheme for which
Kigali will be paid $160 million,
asylum seekers arriving on small
boats across the English Channel
from France will immediately be
transferred to Rwanda, where their
paperwork will be processed.
In an interview with a local
daily, UK Prime Minister Boris
Johnson said that 50 people who
had arrived illegally in the country
after crossing the Channel had
been informed that they would be
flown to Rwanda.
Those affected have between 7
and 14 days to file objections.
The policy targets migrants who
entered the country after January
1.
The deal has been the subject
of intense criticism by charities,
refugee rights organisations and
activists.
Activists say the arrangement
breaches the 1951 Refugee
Convention, a United Nations
treaty that stipulates that
signatory states must not impose
penalties on asylum seekers and
refugees ‘on account of their illegal
entry or stay’. Others have pointed
To Rwanda’s own questionable
human rights record.
The United Nations High
Commission
for
Refugees,
UNHCR, has urged the UK
and Rwanda to reconsider the
arrangement.
Both London and Kigali have
defended the deal as a humane
solution to global migration
challenges. They also say that the
arrangement is necessary to deter
human trafficking.
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PSC Promotes
Ex-EFCC Boss
Magu To AIG
BY OUR CORRESPONDENT

Suspended acting chairman of
the Economic and Financial
Crimes Commission, EFCC,
Ibrahim Magu has been
promoted to the rank of
Assistant Inspector-General
of Police, AIG, by the Police
Service Commission, PSC.
This was announced by
the spokesperson of the
commission, Ikechukwu Ani,
yesterday.
Ani, who said Magu was
promoted alongside some
senior officers at the 15th
plenary meeting of the
commission on Friday, added
that aside former EFCC boss,
seven Commissioners of Police
were promoted to Assistant
Inspectors General of Police.
He said the commission
also approved the promotion
of 23 Deputy Commissioners
to the rank of Commissioners
of Police; 31 Assistant
Commissioners to Deputy
Commissioners of Police and
63 Chief Superintendents
of Police to Assistant
Commissioners of Police.
“The plenary meeting,
which began on Wednesday,
May 11th, 2022, was presided
over by Alhaji Musiliu Smith,
chairman of the commission
and former Inspector General
of Police. DIG Amadi, currently
acting, replaced late DIG
Joseph Egbunike and will be
representing the South-East
in the force management team
while DIG Senchi was the most
senior in the AIG cadre.
“Other decisions taken
by the commission at the
plenary were the promotion
of 57 Superintendents of
Police earlier skipped when
their mates were promoted
to the next rank of Chief
Superintendents.
Other
categories of Superintendents
of Police such as the
Administrative Staff College of
Nigeria, Course 4, Inspectors
Course 37 and regular ASP’s
course 25 and 26 were
also promoted to Chief
Superintendents having met
established requirements.
“The Commission also
promoted 1698 Assistant
Superintendents of Police (ASP)
to Deputy Superintendents
of Police, 6119 Inspectors
who attended the recent
Departmental
Selection
Board, DSB, were promoted
to ASP11 while 1965 ASP11
were confirmed ASPs. The
Commission also approved the
conversion of 19 Engineers
from General Duty to Specialists
and upgraded to the rank of
Deputy Superintendents of
Police which is the statutory
entry level for pilots and
aircraft maintenance engineers
in line with Aviation scheme of
service,” Ani announced.
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Deborah: Gov Sule Calls For Security Meeting Over
Gruesome Killing, Sympathises With CAN

FROM DAVID CHRISTOPHER, LAFIA

Nasarawa State governor,
Engineer Abdullahi Sule
has lent his voice to the
wide condemnation of
the unfortunate killing
of Deborah Samuel, a
200 level student of
Shehu Shagari College
of Education, Sokoto,
describing the act as a
crime not only against the
Christian community but
humanity in general.
Sule made the call in
his opening remarks at a
security meeting held at

the Government House,
Lafia, yesterday.
The governor appealed
to
the
Christian
Association of Nigeria,
CAN, in the state not
to join the planned
protest by the Christian
community across the
country, as both the
federal and Sokoto State
governments were taking
steps to address the
matter.
Describing the killing
of Miss Samuel as
unfortunate, especially
the manner in which she

was murdered, Sule said
his administration was
taking steps to protect
the people and to ensure
similar things do not
happen in Nasarawa
State.
“As you all know, Mr
President has condemned
it; the National Assembly
has condemned the
killing, our Sultan has
also condemned, CAN has
condemned this killing,
the northern governors
have come together also
to collectively condemn
this killing.

“And
fortunately,
some of the people
who are responsible
for this killing have
been
arrested.
It’s
unfortunate, very, very
unfortunate, the way
and the manner, that
the promising girl was
killed,” he stated.
The governor said
among the reasons for
calling the security
meeting
was
to
sympathise with the
families of the late
Deborah Samuel, as
well as to the Christian

A group of All Progressives Congress youths from Usha Local Government Area of Taraba State protesting for the removal of Taraba State
Chairman of A P C Hon El SUDI Tukur at the A P C Party Secretariat in Abuja yesterday. PHOTO: TYOZENDA TYOAKAA

…As CAN Threatens To Petition
Int’l Organisations
Christian Association of
Nigeria, CAN, has vowed
to petition international
organisations to urge the
Nigerian
government
to be more serious in
dealing with religious
violence in the country.
Speaking in a chat
on Arise TV yesterday,
CAN president, Rev.
Samson Ayokunle said
the government had
not been able to take
decisive action on cases
of religious violence and
“the entire world needs
to hear.”
The CAN leader made

the threat in reaction to
the killing of a female
student of Shehu Shagari
College of Education in
Sokoto, Deborah Yakubu,
over alleged blasphemy.
According
to
Ayokunle, “This is not
the first time this type
of thing will happen.
We need to appeal
to the international
communities
and
organisations to help
Nigeria and Nigerian
Christians.
“In this country, we are
a democracy, and we are
the constitution guiding

our lives. If anybody has
transgressed in whatever
way, nobody has the right
to take unilateral action
and just terminate the
life of another human
being. This is not the first
time this type of thing will
happen.
“If we have been talking
to our government and
they have not been able
to take decisive action
in bringing the culprits
to book, then the entire
world needs to hear.
We need to appeal
to the international
communities
and

organisations to help
Nigeria and Nigerian
Christians.
“Everybody has the
right to speak, and if their
speech is dangerous or
perceived as ‘hate speech,’
we have the law to handle
that. Everybody cannot
become a law enforcement
agent. This is barbaric and
annoying, and this kind of
thing should stop. If we
talk to the government
decisive and they are
not, we drag it to the rest
of the world to call our
government to order and
be more serious.”

community
and
humanity as a whole.
“Because what has
happened to her, it’s
not only against the
Christian
community
but against humanity.
And we have to take it as
such to make sure that
we don’t entertain this;
we don’t encourage this
in any way,” Sule said.
On
the
planned
peaceful protest by
CAN over the killing,
he appealed to leaders
of the Christian body
in the state not to join
the protest because of
the fragile nature of
Nasarawa State and
the fear that hoodlums
might eventually hijack
the peaceful protest
and throw the state into
anarchy.
“I will like to appeal to
our leaders, to ensure
that we don’t join in
this peaceful protest,
especially because of
the fragile nature of our
state. This is similar to
what we have done also
when doctors, teachers,
ASUU, all in the past
wanted to go on strike
but we appealed to these
bodies not to join.
“The reasons being, the
nature of our own state
is peculiar and different
from some of these other
states. And sometimes,
peaceful people, very
good people will actually
begin to protest in one
way but the lose control
because some hoodlums
will come in and hijack
the protest,” he added.
While appealing to
the leadership of CAN
to allow the law to take
its cause, Sule assured
that the people who
committed the act would
not go unpunished.
The governor used
the opportunity of the
meeting to disclose
recent successes recorded
by security agencies
operating in the state
that saw to the arrest of
a notorious bandit, Mai
Kudi, as well as seizure of
his arms including some
AK-47.
He
particularly
commended the security
agencies for successes
recorded in curbing
banditry in Kokona,
Nasarawa Eggon, Wamba,
Karu and Akwanga Local
Government Areas, where
most of these problems
have continued to occur.
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Idris

EFCC
Nabs
AGF
Idris
Over
N80bn
Fraud
Arrest followed failure to honour invitation
BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI, ABUJA

Operatives of the Economic and Financial
Crimes Commission, EFCC, have arrested
the Accountant-General of the Federation,
Ahmed Idris, over an alleged money
laundering and diversion of public funds
through contracts awarded without due

process.
A statement issued yesterday by the
EFCC Head, Media & Publicity, Wilson
Uwujaren, indicated that Idris diverted
funds to the tune of N80billion ,Eighty
Billion Naira only.
His arrest followed failure to honour
a series of invitations by the anti-graft

agency.
Idris who has attained the age of
retirement at 60 but lobbied his way back
to service is being interrogated for allegedly
using companies linked to family members
as well as associates. Sources say the
funds were laundered through real estate
investments in Kano and Abuja.

AljazirahNigeria recalls that President
Muhammadu Buhari appointed the accused
as Accountant-General on June 25, 2015.
Besides, Idris reappointed for a second
four-year term in June 2019 drew criticisms
from labour groups, noting that the
accountant-general should retire after
turning 60 years.

NNPP Scare: Ganduje Withdraws From Senatorial Race
Opens power sharing negotiation with Shekarau Kwankwaso splits Kano APC

BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI, ABUJA

Kano State Governor Abdullahi Umar Ganduje
has withdrawn his senatorial ambition for
Senator Barau Jibrin, the incumbent senator,
representing Kano North Senatorial zone in
the senate, to resolve crises brewing in the state
ruling All Progressive Congress, APC.
The
withdrawal
of
governor
AbdullahiGanduje, who had earlier picked
the Expression of Interest and Nomination
form to contest the Kano North Senatorial
district election, is coming on the heels of the
defection of several APC bigwigs to the newly
formed New Nigeria Peoples Party, NNPP. It
was confirmed by the Speaker of the Kano
State House of Assembly that three lawmakers
defected to the NNPP.
The State House of Assembly Speaker, Uba
Abdullahi, said the lawmakers announced their
defections in separate letters addressed to the
Speaker of the Assembly.
The lawmakers are Abdullahi Illiyasu Yaryasa,
Tudun Wada Constituency, Mohammed Bello
Butu Butu, Tofa Rimi Gado Constituency and
Kabiru Yusuf Ismail, Madobi Constituency.
Recall that Honourable Jibrin Kofa, the
former Chairman of the House Committee
on Appropriations and the Director General
of Tinubu Campaign last week had announced
his defection to the NNPP citing irreconcilable
political differences with Governor Abdullahi
Ganduje, who he accused of throwing him
under the Bus.
AljazirahNigeria scooped that there were
meetings between Ganduje and Sen Jibrin

with other top APC members in Abuja where
the agreement was said to have been reached
for the Governor to let go his ambition to give
peace a chance. Sen Jibrin is reported to have
insisted that he would not dump APC even as
his gubernatorial ambition has been blocked
by Ganduje.
This was connected with the barrage of
defections in Kano APC to other parties
especially the NNPP that has Sen Rabiu Musa
Kwankwaso as the leader and Presidential
aspirant, many of whom want to contest
and remain relevant in politics. To save the
party from hurricane NNPP, the Governor
had jettisoned his ambition and has agreed
that some party bigwigs such as Sen Barau
Jibrin should recontest to save the party from
collapsing under his watch.
However, Mr Zakari Sarina the state
secretary confirmed to AljazirahNigeria that
there has been reasonable agreement and
success recorded.
Also the Kano Governor has been making
frantic effort to save the party from imminent
crisis that may lead to mass defection. Ganduje
last week paid a visit to his estranged friend Sen
Ibrahim Shekarau, former Kano governor, who
is also a serving senator in the 9th Assembly
and was rumoured to have began a move to
join his estranged friend in his new found
party the NNPP Rabiu Musa Kwankwaso.
AljazirahNigeria reports that Ganduje with a
vault face opened up power sharing negotiation
with Shekarau to save the APC and Shekarau
our correspondence learnt that Shekarau has
made some demands in the way power would be

Ganduje

shared to start with. This move by the governor
has put on hold the scheduled defection
announcement by Shekarau last weekend. But
it was learnt that Shekarau demanded for a sole
ticket without any aspirant contesting with
him at the primary election. That he would be
allowed to choose the deputy governor, five

commissioner nominees, five House of Reps
seats etc. This Governor Ganduje has remained
calm and yet to reply his new found friend who
we learnt would prefer the NNPP to the APC
, so it implies that he must defect, barring
the reply by Ganduje. Meanwhile, Senator
Kwankwaso’s NNPP is causing a political
tsunami that has seen nocturnal meetings
leading to some defection announcements.
Sen Kwankwaso, no doubt, is a catalyst who
cannot be pushed away in Kano politics and by
extension the North-west politics, as his NNPP
has admitted millions of electorate to the
party, mainly the Kwankwasiyya movement
that can change the political calculation of the
state. The party membership drive is sweeping
across the North and many from the Northeast, even the North-central have defected to
the party. Big names like the estranged friend
of Buhari, Malam Buba Galadima , and former
Sports Minister Solomon Dalung have joined
the party among others.
Barring no compromise by Governor
Ganduje to the demands made by Shekarau,
the Kano APC is as good as has scattered
because the party stalwarts have moved or are
at the verge of moving to the new party where
their political dreams would be fulfilled.
However, Governor Ganduje’s reported
withdrawal from senatorial race ahead of
the 2023 general elections, following his
reconciliation with Sen. Barau Jibrin, to stop
his defection and the power sharing discussion
with Sen Shekarau would be enough sacrifice
to save his state in the next election, only time
would tell.
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Eni Progresses On Sustainability Goals
Italian oil and gas major Eni has published the
16th voluntary sustainability report that outlines
the company’s contribution and objectives for a
just transition.
The report, named ‘Eni for 2021 – A just
transition’, looks to share social and economic
results on its path to carbon neutrality by 2050.
“At Eni, we strongly feel the responsibility
to contribute to giving access to energy to all,
supporting the development of the countries
where we are present, and contributing to the
achievement of the highest ambitions of the Paris
Agreement.
“This commitment is stronger today, in light of
the war in Ukraine, at a historical moment when
it is necessary to be even more inclusive and not
divisive, seeking the common good and increasing
efforts to ensure Europe’s energy security, while
accelerating the decarbonisation process,” Eni’s
Chief Executive Officer, Claudio Descalzi, said.
With regards to the 2050 carbon neutrality
strategy, Eni further strengthened its objectives,
announcing a 35 per cent reduction in net scope
1, 2, and 3 emissions by 2030 and 80 per cent by
2040, with respect to 2018 levels – compared to
the -25 per cent and -65 per cent targets in the
previous plan.
For net scope 1 and 2 emissions, the company
will achieve -40 per cent by 2025 compared to 2018
levels and net-zero emissions by 2035, five years
ahead of the previous plan. It will also increase
the share of investments dedicated to new energy
solutions, targeting 30 per cent by 2025, doubling
to 60 per cent by 2030, and reaching 80 per cent
by 2040.
In achieving decarbonization goals, increasing
attention is paid to the concept of ‘just transition’,
namely managing the impact of the energy
transformation on people, starting with direct
and indirect workers, and including communities

and customers.
The report provides an overview of the projects
and initiatives adopted by Eni to ensure a fair
transition.
These are part of the constant evolution of
the company’s business activities, which include
the conversion of refineries into biorefineries,
forest conservation projects, the development of
renewables, and the creation of agri-hubs that will

provide feedstock for biorefineries, creating jobs,
and supporting the development of new activities
in the countries of presence.
Eni has also strengthened its partnerships
with international organisations for development
cooperation.
The main initiatives for the communities
carried out in 2021 include activities aimed at
improving access to water for the population of

Basra, Iraq, thanks to water treatment plants
provided by Eni, economic diversification projects
in the agricultural sector in Angola, Congo, and
Nigeria, and projects to support local and youth
entrepreneurship in Egypt.
Eni’s commitment to promoting education and
professional training remains central, as shown by
the initiatives in Angola, Egypt, Iraq, Mexico, and
Mozambique.

NNPC, TotalEnergies Deliver Key Infrastructure In Six States
As part of its batch 4 Corporate Social Responsibility,
CSR, projects, TotalEnergies and its partners, the
Nigerian National Petroleum Company, NNPC,
Limited have commissioned projects in Borno,
Benue, Kaduna, Gombe, Delta and Anambra states.
The projects range from fully equipped solarpowered science laboratories, water treatment
plants, solar-powered ICT centres and a borehole.
While the Federal Government Girls College,
Gboko, Benue state received a fully equipped solarpowered science laboratory, Nawfia community in
Anambra state got two solar-powered boreholes and
a water treatment plant.
The borehole with treatment plant is solarpowered, comprising Grundfos submersible pumps,
powered directly by solar panels via solar charge
controllers as power source, as well as containerised
aeration tank which ensures the protection of both
treatment plant and the quality of water from the
borehole.
It has a capacity of 40,000 litres of treated
water in four 10,000 litres GPee tanks with eight
dispensing points.
It also includes two functional dispensable units.
The first unit is situated inside the school
premises, while the second unit is situated outside
to serve the surrounding communities.

The solar panel and batteries powered facility
will ensure constant renewable energy and help
to improve the environment through reduction
in emission of greenhouse gases.
A fully equipped solar-powered ICT centre
with a mini theatre was handed over to the
Federal College of Education, Kongo, Zaria,
Kaduna State, and the Doma community in
Gombe state.
The building is a 4-wing structure consisting
of administrative and technical offices, 2-60
capacity computer laboratories, an auditorium
with rest rooms.
The ICT arm has a customised 120 HP
computer system with 24 monitors, voltage
regulators, computer tables and chairs, wired
with coaxial and wireless (D-link router)
network facilities, air conditions, and server
room.
Its power-generating unit consists of solar
panels, 35KVA inverter, solar charge controller,
batteries, and a 60KVA soundproof generator
as back up.
The auditorium has a capacity of a 250-seater,
inbuilt public address system, two projectors
screen, in-focus lumens projector, 3500 lumens
projector, wireless microphone, air conditioner,

surge protector adaptors and accessories.
Also, the Jere community, Borno state, got a
solar-powered women development and skills
acquisition centre consisting of four training
rooms, 15 desktop computers, 34 sewing
machines, 400 sitting capacity auditorium,
15KVA generator, staff quarters, catering unit
and other facilities.
Mike Sangster, Managing Director,
TotalEnergies Upstream Companies in Nigeria,
while handing over the projects said the
gesture is in furtherance of its Corporate Social
Responsibility, CSR, initiative to positively
impact lives of its host communities in Nigeria.
According to him, the projects scattered
across the country were borne out of the
need to mitigate the gaps in qualitative and
technical education, maternal and child health,
access to clean water and women and youth
empowerment.
“The projects are in congruence with
the related United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals, SDGs. The locations of
these projects have also been very carefully
chosen for maximum impact, coming from
a need assessment carried out before the
deployment.
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Climate Finance Hits $300bn
Increased global efforts to
tackle climate change and
enhancing
environmental
sustainability in Nigeria and
the rest of the world between
2015 and this year may have
hit $300 billion.
Climate finance addresses
the specific financial flows for
climate change mitigation and
adaptation.
According to the United
Nations
Framework
Convention on Climate
Change, UNFCCC, climate
finance
to
developing
countries grew from $33
billion in 2015 to $38 billion
in 2016.
Between 2016 and 2017,
private climate finance
mobilised by developed
countries grew from $10.1
billion to $14.5 billion.
Climate finance provided
and mobilised by developed
countries for developing
countries totaled $ 78.9 billion
in 2018, up 11 per cent from
71.2 billion in 2017.
The increase was driven by a
rise in public climate finance,
while private climate finance
was flat, according to new
figures from the OECD.
Climate
finance
for
developing countries rose to
$78.9 billion in 2018.
Also, efforts of Multilateral
Development Banks, MDBs,
that continue to scale up
climate
finance
flows,
increased during the review
period. Climate finance
committed by MDBs rose
to a total of $66 billion last
year from $61.6 billion in

2019, according to the 2020
Joint Report on Multilateral
Development Banks’ Climate
Finance.
The Global Landscape of
Climate Finance 2021 report
noted that total climate
finance has increased over
the last decade, reaching $632
billion in 2019/2020.
According to the Climate

Policy Initiative, climatefinance flows have been
increasing, from $360billion
in 2012 to an estimated $608622 billion in 2019.
Data in 2019, according to
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development,
OECD, show rich countries
mobilised $79.6 billion in
climate finance.

The 2020 Joint Report on
Multilateral Development
Banks’ Climate Finance,
showed that climate finance
to low- and middle-income
economies
committed
by
major
multilateral
development banks, MDBs,
rose to US$ 38 billion.
In addition to this, $28
billion was committed to

high income countries by
MDBs focused on developed
countries.
The World Bank Group
accounted for more than half
of this climate finance for
developing countries; and
over two-thirds of climate
adaptation finance.
Over the last five years, the
World Bank Group delivered
over $83 billion in climate
finance, including a record
$21.4 billion in 2020.
The total climate co-finance
committed during 2020
alongside MDB resources was
$ 85 billion.
Together, MDB climate
finance and climate co-finance
totaled more than US$ 151
billion.
The amount of private direct
mobilisation stood at $ 5.9
billion.
Foresight Africa 2022
report, noted that Climate
finance will be critical for
enabling Africa to adapt to
the growing impacts of climate
change and to ensure that its
future development path is
consistent with the goal of
limiting global warming to no
more than 1.5°C.
To achieve a low-carbon,
climate-resilient path, the
report said that Africa requires
a major ramp-up in the scale
and quality of investments in
energy transitions, sustainable
infrastructure; climate change
adaptation and resilience; and
restoration of natural capital
(through agriculture, food
and land use practices) and
biodiversity.
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FMBN Disburses
N394.6bn To
Beneficiaries

The Federal Mortgage Bank
of Nigeria, FMBN, says it has
disbursed N394.575 billion to
beneficiaries from 1992 to 2022.
The Group Head, Corporate
Communications of FMBN, Mr.
Lawal Sauri, disclosed this in an
interview with the News Agency
of Nigeria, NAN, yesterday in
Abuja.
According to him, this
disbursement is for different
categories of beneficiaries of the
National Housing Fund, NHF.
Giving the breakdown of
the total amount, Sauri said
the Home Renovation Loan
disbursed N68.571 billion to
84,088 beneficiaries.
“The home renovation loan is
given to contributors that want
to renovate or refurbish their
existing homes to make it more
appealing and comfortable.
“In Construction loans, we
disbursed N145. 414 billion for
the building of 34,158 units of
houses to 34, 158 beneficiaries
in 30 years.
“On
mortgage
loans,
23,300 contributors benefited
N128.861 billion and NHF
refund to retirees was N51.729
billion to 386,045 retirees,’’ Sauri
said.
Speaking
further
on
the achievements of the
FMBN, Sauri said the bank
had registered contributors
numbering 5, 500, 72 and
registered cooperative societies
numbering 1,230.
“We have 23,120, cooperative
members and a total of
N533.932 billion NHF collection
in 34 states of the federation.

Nigeria, Others’ Remittances Soar 14.1% To $49bn – W/Bank
BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

The World Bank has disclosed
that remittance inflows
to Nigeria and other SubSaharan Africa countries
soared 14.1 per cent to $49
billion in 2021, following an
8.1 per cent decline in the
prior year, according to the
Bank’s latest Migration and
Development Brief.
According
to
the
document, which disclosed
that recorded inflows showed
that Nigeria was the largest
recipient country in the
region, the country gained
11.2 per cent, in part due to
policies intended to channel
inflows through the banking
system.
Growth in remittances
was supported by strong
economic activity in Europe
and the United States.
The report projected that in
the year, remittance inflows
are projected to grow by 7.1
per cent driven by continued
shift to the use of official
channels in Nigeria and
higher food prices – migrants
will likely send more money
to home countries that are

now suffering extraordinary
increases in prices of staples.
The cost of sending $200 to
the region averaged 7.8 per
cent in the fourth quarter of

the year, a small decline from
8.2 per cent a year ago.
The bank said recorded
remittance flows to low- and
middle-income countries,

LMICs, are expected to
increase by 4.2 per cent this
year to reach $630 billion.
This follows an almost
record recovery of 8.6 per

cent in 2021.
Remittances to Ukraine,
which is the largest recipient
in Europe and Central
Asia, are expected to rise

Pan African Towers Lists N10bn Debut Bond
Pan African Towers, PAT,
Limited has listed its maiden
bond issuance of N10 billion
on the FMDQ Securities
Exchange.
The PAT Digital Infra Fund
SPV Plc’s N10 billion Series
1 Senior Guaranteed Fixed
Rate Bond was listed at par
at FMDQ Exchange.
The bond was issued under
the company’s N50 billion
bond issuance programme.
PAT Digital Infra Fund
SPV Plc is a special purpose
funding vehicle established
by Pan African Towers to
raise finance from the debt
capital market.
Pan African Towers is
a
telecommunications
infrastructure company and
wireless service facilitator in
Nigeria aimed at catering to

the telecommunication needs
ranging from broadband,
mobile telephony to other
local value-added services in
Africa.
Chairman, Pan African
Towers, Mr. Oluwole Adeleke,
commended InfraCredit for
its support in the issuance
of its debut bond in the debt
capital market.
According
to
him,
InfraCredit’s guarantee was
essential to the company’s
vision in being the number
one wholly indigenous owned
digital telecommunications
infrastructure and wireless
service facilitator in Nigeria.
“We have demonstrated
capacity to achieve faster
growth with solid top and
bottom-line performance
supported by long-term

contracts with leading
service providers in mobile
telecommunication
and
internet services in Nigeria.
We would also like to thank
our transaction parties for
working with us in delivering
a successful transaction,”
Adeleke said.
Managing
Director,
Chapel
Hill
Denham
Advisory Limited, Mrs.
Kemi Awodein, who was
the sponsor of the bond
on FMDQ Exchange, said
it was an honour to have
been mandated on what
she described as milestone
transaction.
“PAT
Digital
Infra
Fund SPV Plc’s successful
Issuance of the N10 billion
Series 1 bond is significant
for the company’s long-

term vision and was well
received given the invaluable
support provided by the
unconditional credit backing
from InfraCredit.
“We pride ourselves on
our ability to consistently
deliver
innovative
products and are excited
to have delivered a bond
that improves digital
infrastructure in Nigeria,
enhances job creation,
and domestic economic
growth, as well as reduces
Pan African Tower’s carbon
emission,” Awodein said.
FMDQ Exchange noted
several companies have
raised funds through the
debt capital market this
year as companies seek to
raise funds to meet working
capital requirements.

by over 20 per cent in the
year. However, remittance
flows to many Central Asian
countries, for which the main
source is Russia, will likely fall
dramatically.
These declines, combined
with rising food, fertiliser,
and oil prices, are likely to
increase risks to food security
and exacerbate poverty in
many of these countries.
“The Russian invasion
of Ukraine has triggered
large-scale humanitarian,
migration and refugee
crises and risks for a global
economy that is still dealing
with the impact of the
COVID pandemic.
“Boosting social protection
programs to protect the
most vulnerable, including
Ukrainians and families
in Central Asia, as well
as those affected by the
war’s economic impact, is
a key priority to protect
people from the threats of
food insecurity and rising
poverty,” the Global Director
of the Social Protection
and Jobs Global Practice
at the World Bank, Michal
Rutkowski, said.
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FG Urged To
Focus More on
Agriculture To
Boost Economy

Fuel Scarcity May
Cause More Flight
Reschedules,
Cancellations – AON

BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI

BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

The Airline Operators of
Nigeria, AON, has warned
that the ongoing scarcity of
JetA1 fuel, popularly known
as aviation fuel, would further
increase flight reschedule and
cancellation.
According to the statement,
issued by the United
Nigeria airline Chairman
and the spokesperson of
AON, Obiora Okonkwo,
yesterday, the scarcity of the
aviation fuel is impacting
negatively on the seamless
conduct of air transport
operations and would lead
to flight rescheduling and
cancellations.
“The Airline Operators of
Nigeria wish to alert the public
of impending disruptions to
scheduled flight operations of
members of the association.
This development is being
forced on members by the
growing scarcity of aviation
fuel popular as Jet-Al.
“The scarcity is impacting
negatively on the seamless
conduct of air transport
operations and would lead to
flight rescheduling, and, or,
cancellations.
“However, the association
and its members are working
very hard, and in alliance
with product marketers,
government and relevant
stakeholders, to ensure
availability and proper pricing
of aviation fuel in the country.
“While pleading the
understanding of the flying
public in the face of this reality,
we also promise to do all that
is necessary, and within our
powers, to restore normal
flight schedules as soon as
possible,” the statement read.
Recall that on Friday
evening, May 6, Air Peace,
Ibom Air, Max Air, Arik Air,
United Nigeria Airlines and 4
other airlines under the aegis
of AON announced plans to
shut down operations with
effect from Monday, May
9, 2022, as the cost of the
aviation fuel hits N700 per
litre.
The domestic airline
operators had earlier in March
notified the passengers of
expected flight delays and
cancellations as a result of
the hike in aviation fuel, a
development which impacted
heavily on their operations.

Inflation Rises To 17%,
Highest Since August 2021
Food inflation rises to 18.4%

BY TEDDY NWANUNOBI

Nigeria’s inflation, according
to the latest Consumer Price
Index, CPI, report, released
by the National Bureau of
Statistics, NBS, rose to 16.82
per cent in April 2022, following
a similar uptick recorded in the
previous month as a result of
the increase in energy and food
prices.
AljazirahNigeria reports
that the figure represents the
highest rate recorded in eight
months – since August 2021.
The CPI, which measures the
rate of inflation, rose by 16.82
per cent year-on-year in April

2022, which is 0.9 per cent
points higher than the 15.92 per
cent recorded in the previous
month (March 2022).
On a month-on-month basis,
the headline index increased
by 1.76 per cent in April
2022, compared to 1.74 per
cent increase recorded in the
previous month.
Similarly, the urban inflation
rate increased to 17.35 per cent
(year-on-year) in April 2022
from 18.68 per cent recorded
in April 2021, while the rural
inflation rate increased to 16.32
per cent in April 2022 from
17.57 per cent in April 2021.
The food inflation rose to

18.37 per cent in the review
month, an increase compared
to the 17.2 per cent recorded in
the preceding month.
This rise in the food index
was caused by increases in the
prices of bread and cereals,
food products, potatoes, yam,
and other tubers, wine, fish,
meat, and oils.
On a month-on-month
basis, the food sub-index
increased to 2 per cent in
April 2022, up by 0.01 per
cent points from 1.99 per cent
recorded in March 2022.
Also, the average annual
rate of change of the food subindex for the twelve-month

period ending April 2022 over
the previous twelve-month
average is 18.88 per cent,
0.34 per cent points from the
average annual rate of change
recorded in March 2022
(19.21) per cent.
In the same vein, the core
inflation rate rose to 14.18
per cent in April 2022 from
13.91 per cent recorded in the
previous month.
The rise in the core index
was attributed to the increase
in the prices of gas, liquid fuel,
cleaning, repair and hire of
clothing, clothing materials,
other articles of clothing, and
clothing accessories.

Nigerian Startups Woo Investors, Stand To Win $20,000 In Dubai
BY LADI PATRICK-OKWOLI
Out of over 500 applications
submitted by Nigerian startups,
40 made the shortlist, and
four emerged winners at the
just concluded GITEX Global
North Star Roadshow Startup
Event which is aimed at giving
opportunities to indigenous
startups to pitch their products
and services, and stand a
chance to win $20,000 at the
Gulf Information Technology
Exhibition, GITEX, taking place
in Dubai, United Arab Emirate
this year.
The Dubai World Trade
Centre, DWTC, will fully
sponsor four startups out of the
10 that emerged tops to attend

GITEX, which are the first and
second place winners from
Abuja and Lagos, while NITDA
will sponsor the participation
of the other six startups.
The Abuja section of the
event which was hosted by
the National Information
Technology
Development
Agency, NITDA, through its
subsidiary, Office for Nigeria
Digital Innovation, ONDI, is
organized by GITEX Global
and North Star in collaboration
with the UAE and DWTC for
indigenous startups to pitch
their products and services.
The startup event, which
took place in Abuja and
Lagos on the 11th and 12th
of May, respectively, had five

winners for each location; for
the Abuja event, in first place
was, Floews an early warning
system for floods. It’s an allaround solution that monitors
and forecasts data as a warning
to the inhabitants of floodprone regions; second place
was Medtech Africa, a startup
that is leveraging artificial
intelligence and applications
to enable caregivers to treat
and manage patients living
with vitals of a cardiovascular
Disease using the patient’s
data and; third place was
Powerstove, a zero carbonemission stove with a faster
cooking time, saves lives,
generates electricity, improves
livelihoods,
empowers

women, and preserves the
environment.
Meanwhile, in Lagos, in
first place was, PaddyCover
Limited ,a multi-channel
platform that facilitates flexible
and convenient payment for
insurance packages by working
with established insurers and
customer aggregators to design
and offer bespoke products;
in second place was TruQ, an
application the assigns and
connects you to the closest and
best vehicle suited for your trip;
in third place was Price Pally,
it provides access to the best
quality farm-fresh food items
affordable for families and
businesses living in Africa cities
with utmost efficiency.

The Federal Government
has been urged to put more
effort in the agriculture
sector to address the global
food crisis caused by the
Russian Ukrainian war.
An economist, Mr. Tope
Fasua, who made the
call on Monday in Abuja,
noted that some countries
in Africa were growing at
a seven or eight per cent
rate, adding that the entire
growth trajectory of African
nations was in question.
Fasua, however, said
that the African continent
had been faced with an
economic crisis long before
the global crisis caused by
COVID-19 and the war in
Ukraine.
“Before COVID- 19, we
were not doing wonderfully
well, particularly in Nigeria.
The shock is not that new,
it may be a little more
enhanced than it used to
be but it is not particularly
a new shock.
“Now, they are talking
about Russia and Ukraine
and how African countries
depend on these two
countries for food, grains
in this instance, wheat for
bread.
“In a country like Nigeria,
a bit of wheat is grown
here but if you look at the
terrain, the typography
from North to South, perhaps
we can grow anything in this
country. What you cannot
grow in the North, you
can grow in the South,” he
said.
Fasua, a 2019 Nigeria
Presidential candidate,
said that Nigeria had used
perhaps 30 per cent or less
of its arable land, so the
question was what was
being done with the rest.
“Nigeria is a largely
agricultural
country,
yet 62 years after
independence we cannot
do better than grow rice.
“We are also not growing
the crops properly and
we are not even growing
enough numbers of crops,
diversify across the board,
not even the ones we need.
“So, one place to start is
to do more in agriculture
and bring some science into
agriculture, and recognise our
luck, capability, capacity that
we have inbuilt and go for it.
“We should also add value
and stop exporting just raw
things that are not giving us
enough dollars for the kind of
things we need for the rest of
the world,” he said.
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Senate President, Association of Nigeria Female Students (ANFS), Nana Aisha-Ibrahim (2nd L), decorating APC Presidential Aspirant, Uju Kennedy-Ohanenye, during their visit to the Aspirant
in Abuja on Monday (16/5/22). With them is the Vice President of National Affairs of the Association, Lydia Daniel (L). 01962/16/5/2022/Jimah Suleman/MO/NAN

Oyetola To Adeleke: Osun Not For Sale To Highest Bidder
Ahead of the Osun State Gubernatorial
election, the Peoples Democratic Party, PDP,
and the All Progressives Congress, APC,
candidate Senator Ademola Adeleke have been
warned to desist from unnecessarily heating
the political climate in the state.
The warning, handed down by the Adegboyega
Oyetola Campaign Council also described
the boast by the PDP and its gubernatorial
candidate, Ademola Adeleke that he had
acquired enough money in hard currencies

to buy Osun and its people for the July 16
gubernatorial contest.
A statement signed by its Director-General,
Senator Ajibola Basiru yesterday, the Campaign
Council which declared that Osun was not for
sale to the highest bidder noted that on daily
basis, the PDP candidate is proving to the Osun
electorate that he had nothing to offer.
Senator Ademola, the PDP candidate had
over the weekend during the party’s Osun
Central Campaign rally, boasted that, “Osun

people, you are the ones to decide. If it is about
money, I have enough. I came with plenty of
money. And it is not only Naira; I came with
dollars, pounds and Euros. This time around
in Osun, we will return fire with superior fire”.
Responding to Ademola’s comment, the
Oyetola Campaign Council warned the people
of the state not to be gullible, saying, “We have
left them in no doubt of the quality our party,
the APC and our Administration are made
of, including the capacity of our candidate to

Why I Withdrew From Senatorial Race – Tallen
BY CALEB ISHAYA

Minister of Women Affairs, Pauline Tallen
has disclosed why she withdrew from her
2023 senatorial ambition.
Recall that President Muhammadu Buhari
has directed all ministers seeking elective
public office to resign before May 16.
The Minister of women affairs gave her
reason while speaking during a virtual
programme on Monday.
According to her, she withdrew from the
race to support the senator representing the
district who is a woman.
“I have a sitting female senator. All I
wanted was for her to continue. We have

only eight women out of 109, my own
senator from my senatorial zone is a woman,
she is doing very well, and I’m fully ready to
support her.”
The minister who disclosed that she has
no hand in the procurement of her form said
it was picked for her by a group of women.
“While we were addressing the issue of
gender-based violence, the issue of political
violence against women is top on our
agenda now. My senator has been harassed
and intimated, that’s why on April 28 she
withdrew and cried out that she wants
to save her life and that of her children.
Women in my senatorial zone rose up, there
was nothing we didn’t do to appeal to her

that led to women in my senatorial zone
contributing money to buy forms for me. I
didn’t use one dime to pick the forms.
“That was why I accepted the form, but
there were guidelines that you have to
resign 30 days before and that caught up
with me. Not just my senator that her seat
is threatened, about four out of the eight
are not likely to come back.
“My own senator, the senator from Rivers
State has been denied ticket, the only
senator from North-east, who is the best
candidate for the Governor in Adamawa, is
not coming back to the Senate, our sister
Remi Tinubu her husband is going for
presidential office so she cannot contest.

deliver in the past three and half years. We
have proved through our inclusive governance
strategy that our people are our strength and
that we do not take them for granted and we
will never take them for granted. This explains
why in spite of the way the 2018 election went,
our administration began infrastructure
intervention from Ede, the hometown of the
PDP candidate.
“Osun people are enlightened; they know
that the State and its citizens are not up for
sale to the highest bidder. Therefore, the PDP
candidate should keep his money, better still;
he could deploy those resources to establish
industries to provide jobs for the people. This
way, he will also be supporting the present
Administration’s noticeable efforts in the last
three and half years to industrialise the state
and change its narrative as a Civil Service State,
to one bubbling with economic activities
“It is on record that the Oyetola-led
administration has since inception taken
concrete steps to open up the state for
investments, and has been able to attract
a number of investments into Osun,
contributing to the economic growth of the
State.
“We assure the PDP candidate that as the
administration did to other players in the
private sector, we will provide a level playing
ground for his business to thrive and ensure
Osun and its people derive maximum benefit
from the investment”.
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I’ll Fight Bandits, Terrorists, Other
Criminals To Standstill - Amaechi
Rotimi Amaechi, an All Progressives
Congress, APC, presidential aspirant,
former governor Rivers State, former
Minister of Transport, says fighting
insecurity in Nigeria is his foremost
priority if voted as president.
In a statement yesterday in Abuja,
Hon Amaechi, who visited the Bayelsa
State Traditional Rulers Council in
Yenagoa, said the solution to crime was
to give people responsibility and make
them have their sources of income.
“Once people have a source of income,
crime will reduce. So, the solution to
crime is to create jobs and create a
source of revenue because if you don’t
create that source of revenue for them,
they will create for themselves”, he said.
He identified land reclamation as
a critical factor in the development
of Bayelsa, just as he assured that he
would massively reclaim land to attract
development in the region.
“So, I come to you with the full
knowledge of the Niger Delta as one
who governed the Niger Delta, if given
the opportunity to be president of
Nigeria, I will reclaim lands in Yenagoa
to enable the people of Bayelsa to own
lands with the support of the federal
government.
“I assure you that if given the
opportunity to serve our country,
there shall be changes and there will
be progress. I assure you that you will
be of special interest to the Federal
Government”, Mr Amaechi said.
In his remark, the chairman of the

Amaechi

Bayelsa State Council of Traditional
Rulers, Bubaraye Agada the 10th,
expressed the council’s delight to
receive the presidential aspirants.

Similarly, the Bayelsa APC chairman,
Dennis Otiotio, said they were happy to
welcome Mr Amaechi because he stood
for them in their days of challenges.
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Guber Aspirant Pledges
To Make Benue
Commercial Hub
An All Progressives Congress, APC, gubernatorial
aspirant in Benue, Rev. Hyacinth Alia, says if given
the chance to govern the state, he will reposition
it to become industrial and commercial hub for
Africa.
Alia said this in his remarks at his 56th birthday
celebration organised by a group, Alia Alliance, on
Monday, in Abuja.
The clergy said that the revamping of the
industrial sector was necessary to reduce
unemployment, crime and youth restiveness.
“I will set up more industries, factories to absorb
some of our youth roaming around the streets
without jobs,” he added.
According to him, his focus will also be to
harness the state’s agricultural potentials to
accelerate industrial and commercial development
of the state.
Alia said that he would provide the effective
and competent leadership the state required to
address its myriads of challenges that stippled its
development.
“These challenges that perennially beset
the state cut across all sectors, spanning from
education, economic development, healthcare
delivery, agriculture and associated industries,
social security, insecurity amongst others.
“If given the mandate in the 2023 election, I will
ensure the sectors of agriculture, education, and
health among others be restored the lost glories of
the state,” the governorship aspirant said.
Alia urged the people of Benue to continue to
pray for a successful election and emergence of
good leaders for the state.
The governorship aspirant commended the
alliance for the wide publicity and assistance it
had been given to his campaign.

I Won’t Take My Unopposed Senate Ticket For Granted, Says Sen Bamidele
Chairman Southern Senators’ Forum,
Sen. Opeyemi Bamidele, has said that he
will not take the decision of the leadership
of All Progressives Congress (APC) in Ekiti
to return him back to senate through an
unopposed party ticket for granted.
Bamidele made this known in a
statement by his Media Office in Abuja
on Sunday.
The statement indicates that the Ekiti
Central lawmaker disclosed this after
he was screened by the APC Senatorial
Screening Panel, currently sitting at
Fraser Suites, Abuja.
He pledged to do everything humanly

Bamidele

possible to ensure that the party emerges
victorious at the June 18 Governorship
Election in the state.
Bamidele who is also Chairman,
Senate Committee on Judiciary, Human
Rights and Legal Matters, commended
the screening committee for proper
organisation and conduct of the exercise.
He thanked the leadership of the APC
at Ekiti and national level for deeming

him fit for the second term ticket, with a
promise to redouble his efforts at giving
his people quality representation in the
10th National Assembly, if elected.
He said, “I do not take it for granted
that I am being returned unopposed as
the flagbearer of our party in the 2023
Ekiti Central Senatorial election.
” It means so much to me, I am grateful
to the leadership of APC in Ekiti and

grateful to the leadership of the party at
the national level.
“I am also grateful to the people of
Ekiti Central Senatorial District for this
honour. I don’t take it for granted at all.
“That no one is running against me in
this race for the ticket of the party is an
endorsement of my humble efforts in
ensuring effective representation in the
senate in the last three years”.

I Moved Eight Motions, Sponsored Three Bills – FCT Rep
Mr Micah Jiba, PDP member of the House of
Representatives, representing Abuja Municipal
Area Council, AMAC, and Bwari Area Council,
said he has so far moved eight motions on
critical issues affecting his constituents.
Jiba made the disclosure while briefing
newsmen on account of his three years at the
House of Representatives, on Sunday in Abuja.
The lawmaker, who is a former two-term
Executive Chairman of AMAC, also revealed
that he was able to sponsor three bills on
education, mayoral status of the FCT and
the bill seeking to address the problems
of Resettlement and Compensation in the
territory.
“I have moved about seven to eight motions
at the House of Representatives on issues
affecting the Federal Capital Territory. We all
know the bills and motions are not the same.
“So far in my three years as a member of the
House of Representatives representing AMAC
and Bwari Federal Constituency, I have gotten
almost three bills at the National Assembly.
“One is on the issue of the conversion of the

Federal Technical College, Orozo, to Federal
Polytechnic and it has gone for public hearing
at the Senate.
“If not because we are on recess now, it is
also waiting for public hearing at the House
of Representatives.
“Secondly is the bill seeking Mayoral
Status for the Federal Capital Territory and
we thank God for the ongoing Constitution
Amendment process, the bill scored very high
at the house of representatives that the FCT
people will be given mayor and the minister.
“But at the Senate, the bill was killed.
Then the third bill is on the compensation
and resettlement which is still at the second
reading.”
He explained that the bill on resettlement
and compensation argued that prior to the
relocation of the nation’s capital to FCT in
1976, there were already original inhabitants
of the area.
“And in the next 100 years to come, they
will not go anywhere. They will remain here.
Therefore, the issue of resettlement and

compensation needs to be done adequately
because they are here.
“It’s also at the second reading and I will
continue to do my best to ensure that the bill
sees the light of the day.”
“On the issue of the project, we have many
Constituency projects ongoing. I have done
many projects at Bwari Area Council which
you can go and verify.
“We have built many primary schools
and renovated others, provided boreholes,
solar energy and many more at Bwari Area
Council.”
The lawmaker, popularly known as “Jirgin
Talakawa”, expressed optimism that if
another term is given to him, he will do more
to satisfy the yearnings and aspiration’s of
his constituents.
“To the glory of God, after consultation and
consideration of the stakeholders in AMAC
and Bwari, they all agreed that I should go for
the second term.
“So as I’m talking to you coming Friday, my
primary election is going to be unopposed.”
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tuesday politics
Timipre Sylva
Withdraws From
Presidential Race

Minister of State for Petroleum, Timipre Sylva,
has withdrawn his bid to contest for president
on the platform of the ruling All Progressives
Congress, APC.
This was disclosed in a report by the News
Agency of Nigeria yesterday.
This comes as President Buhari had last
week ordered all political appointees seeking
office to resign on or before May 16. Sylva
joins two other ministers; Chris Ngige and
Abubakar Malami, in dropping his political
ambitions.
The report disclosed that an official
at the ministry stated that the Minister
withdrew from the race to support President
Muhammadu Buhari‘s administration’s
regulatory reforms in the oil sector.
It stated that Sylva promised to consult the
leader of the country and political leaders the
day he was presented with the form.
“He believes that concentrating on his work
will attract more investments for the oil and
gas sector.
“He has consulted, and he believes that
the challenges at the ministry and oil and
gas sector are enough issues for him to
begin to deal with now than going to pursue
presidential ambition at the expense of the
nation.
“The oil and gas sector is the mainstay of the
economy, and it is not like any other ministry
someone can just come in and take over.
“It requires some measures of time for the
person to understand what is happening in the
system”, the official said.
The official added that for the interest of the
industry and the nation, Sylva has decided to
wave that personal ambition to see what he can
contribute in the remaining days of President
Buhari’s administration.
“The implementation of the Petroleum
Industry Act 2021 is very critical, and he wants
to continue to make his contribution to the dayto-day running of the country and support Mr.
President for robust achievements”, the official
said.
Recall that last week during a valedictory
session for outgoing ministers with political
ambitions, the Minister at the event included
Minister of Transportation, Rotimi Amaechi;
Niger Delta Affairs, Godswill Akpabio; Science,
Technology and Innovation, Ogbonnaya Onu,
State for Petroleum, Timipre Sylva; Labour and
Employment, Chris Ngige.
Others are the Attorney-General and Minister
of Justice, Abubakar Malami (SAN), Minister
of State, Mines and Steel Development, Uche
Ogah, the Minister of Women Affairs, Pauline
Tallen, and the Minister of State for Niger Delta
Affairs, Tayo Alasoadura.

Sylva
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2023: Saraki Pledges To
Restructure Economy
Ahead of the 2023 general elections,
former President of the Senate, Abubakar
Bukola Saraki, yesterday pledged to

revolutionalise Nigeria’s economy and
fix its security architecture if elected as
the president of the country.

Saraki

Saraki made his plan known shortly
after meeting with the Nasarawa PDP
delegates at the party Secretariat in Lafia,
the state capital.
He said that the present APC
government has led Nigeria’s economy in
a shattered state; adding that if elected
he would ensure speedy recovery of the
nation’s economy.
Saraki explained that his focus will
be on youth empowerment through
agriculture and exploration of solid
minerals which according to him are
in abundance across the north-central
geopolitical zone
” The north has been electing another
zone to be president of the country,
the time has come for Nigeria to have
the president from the north-central
zone. I hereby present myself as most
qualified person to rule Nigeria, ” he
said.
He however called on the Nasarawa
State PDP delegates to ensure due
diligent in the electing of person who
will fly the party ticket in the next 2023
general election.

Presidency: Women Group Throws Weight Behind Bala Mohammed’s Ambition
A group of Nigerian women, Committee on
Action Plan for Women/Special Persons on PreElection and Post-Election Mobilization, have
expressed their support for the presidential
ambition of Senator Bala Mohammed, the
governor of Bauchi, saying he is the person
with women, youth and special persons friendly
policies, and they have called on delegates of the
Peoples Democratic Party, PDP, to as a matter of
national importance ensure he becomes their
flag-bearer ahead of the 2023 general election.
The National Coordinator of the group,
Ambassador Charity Anthony Erhire, who
spoke, recently, with our correspondent in
Abuja, said, with the help of her team members
they will liaise with all the women both in the
campaign structures and other civil society
groups and they will mobilize up to 5,000
women from all parts of the country that will
come to Abuja to create an awareness campaign
by advocating and pledging their support for
Bala Abdulkadir Mohammed.
According to her, “We the Nigerian
women believe that Senator Bala Abdulkadir
Mohammed is a bridge builder. His resilience
and ability to fix the numerous challenges
confronting our nation was seen in his
outstanding and unmatched performance
as the FCT Minister for six years, which up
till today has not been surpassed; years after
leaving office.
“Senator Bala Abdulkadir Mohammed is
not tribalistic as seen in his appointments of
different Nigerians from all parts of the country
into his cabinet in Bauchi state. He is devoid
of nepotism and has been able to build bridges
across the country over the years. We have
absolute confidence in him that his reign will
promote national unity.
“The role and power of women in politics and
the world at large cannot be overemphasissed.
Take for an instance, when the challenges in the

home becomes so overwhelming for the men, it
is the women who always calm down the men;
thinking out of the box to solve and address the
challenges without even the men knowing, just
to bring happiness to the homes”.
Ambassador Charity said, Senator Bala
Mohammed possess the political wisdom and
sagacity to confront and successfully tackle the
problems ravaging the country today.
She added that as a sitting governor, he is
clearly demonstrating this in Bauchi State
where he has been able to bring developmental
progress to the state thereby making it the
most peaceful in the North-East despite the
zone being the hotbed of insurgency in Nigeria
today.
She urged Nigerian women to take the
bull by the horn and rescue the country for

Mohammed

the good of their husbands and children as
exemplified during the Aba Women Riot in
the 1929 when the colonial masters tasked
them to pay taxes. Thus it brought an end to
the whole quagmire.
“As it stands now, we are devastated by the
current state of the nation; blood of innocent
Nigerians is shed on daily basis. Nowhere is
safe anymore, we can’t go on like this, we
must do something. That’s why we have
singled Senator Bala Abdulkadir Mohammed
out of the crowd to advocate and support him
in his presidential ambition hence this match
in support of him.
“It is not easy, but we believe with your
support, we will achieve our goal of him
becoming our next president, come 2023”,
Charity affirmed.
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Electoral Act: Court Fixes May 24 For Definite Hearing Against Buhari
STORIES BY DEBORAH MUSA, ABUJA

The People’s Democratic Party’s (PDP)
suit against President Muhammadu
Buhari, bordering on the controversial
section 84(11) and (12) of the amended
Electoral Act, 2022 has been adjourned
to May 24 for definite hearing.
Justice Inyang Eden Ekwo, of the
Federal High Court Abuja, fixed the
new date at Monday’s sitting to enable
Buhari and PDP, address him on the
effect of the Court of Appeal judgment
in Abuja, which declared the contentious
section 84 (12) as unconstitutional, null
and void.
Justice Ekwo, recalled that the PDP’S
suit borders on the same section of the
law in which a higher court had made
pronouncement that would bind on a
lower court.
Justice Ekwo noted that the Abuja
Division of the appellate court had
on May 11, despite setting aside
the judgement of the High Court in
Umuahia, that directed the AttorneyGeneral of the Federation and Minister
of Justice, Mr. Abubakar Malami, SAN,
to delete the said section from the
electoral law, still proceeded to declare
it illegal and discriminatory.

While counsel to the PDP, Mr. Joseph
Daudu, SAN, insisted that there was no
express order from the appellate court
in respect of the controversial section,
President Buhari’s lawyer, Mr. Oladipupo
Okpeseyi, SAN, contended that decision
of the Appeal Court touched on the
substance of PDP’s suit before the high
court.
Both Buhari and Malami had earlier
asked the court to dismiss PDP’s suit.
A three-man panel of Justices of the
appellate court had in their verdict, held
that the court in Umuahia acted without
jurisdiction when it struck out that
portion of the Electoral Act, stressing
that the plaintiff, Mr. Nduka Edede,
lacked the locus standi to institute the
action.
Though it made an order setting
aside the judgement of the lower
court, the appellate court, invoked its
constitutional powers to look at the
substantive suit on its merit.
It held that the contentious
provision was unconstitutional and
in breach of section 42 (1)(a) of the
1999 Constitution, as amended,
maintaining that the section denied a
class of Nigerian citizens their right to
participate in election.

However, the appellate court,
implored those with the requisite
interest in the matter, to seek further
interpretation. This led the PDP to file
an appeal
Meanwhile, PDP had earlier gone
before the Federal High Court in Abuja
to stop the National Assembly from
tampering with the newly amended
Electoral Act 2022, which made it
mandatory that political office holders
must firstly resign from office, before
they could vie for any elective position.
PDP prayed the court to declare that
President Buhari, having assented to the
Electoral Bill, he could no longer give
any directive to the National Assembly
to take immediate steps to remove the
section or any section of the Act on any
ground whatsoever.
Cited as defendants in the suit
marked FHC/ABJ/CS/ 247/2022,
were President Buhari, Malami and
the Independent National Electoral
Commission, INEC.
The defendants had in a joint counteraffidavit that was filed against the
suit, argued that section 84(12) of the
Electoral Act, 2022, would disenfranchise
political appointees and prevent them
from engaging in the electoral process

in exercise of their inalienable rights in
a participatory democracy.
President Buhari told the court that
though he expressed his concerns about
the said portion of the electoral law, he,
however, did not at any time, order the
Senate to delete it.
He told the court that though he was
not comfortable with the said section, he
went ahead and assented to the Electoral
Act, in view of the impending general
elections.
Besides, both President Buhari
and the AGF, have taken the matter
before the Supreme Court for further
interpretation.
They are, in the suit No. SC/
CV/504/2022, urging the apex court to
void the controversial section.
The National Assembly was listed as
the sole respondent in the matter.
The Plaintiffs, while invoking the
original jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court, contended that section 84(12) of
the Electoral (Amendment) Act, 2022,
is inconsistent with the provisions of
sections 42, 65, 66, 106, 107, 131, 137,
147, 151, 177, 182, 192 and 196 of the
constitution as well Article 2 of the
African Charter on Human and Peoples
Rights.

Ex-SGF, Babachir Refutes Instigating Religious Violence
The former Secretary to the Government
of the Federation SGF, Dr Babachir
Lawal, has refuted instigating vengeance,
religious violence, in the country and
threatened court action against the
sponsors of the alleged fake report.
Babachir had noted that he disliked
religious violence and would never be a
cheerleader in any dastardly act against
humanity in the name of religion.
The elder statesman made the denial

in a statement he issued in Abuja on
Monday and disclosed that his team of
lawyers would fish out those behind the
allegations for appropriate court action
to serve as deterrent to others.
The statement read in part “There is a
voice note being circulated in the social
media purported to have been made
by me inciting Christians to retaliate
the recurring violence repeatedly
unleashed on Christian individuals ,

their communities and their properties
as epitomised by the recent burning
to death of Miss Deborah Samuel and
church property in Sokoto.
“While I rightly feel indignant about
these killings, it is not in my character to
incite people to retaliate.
“Besides, the voice on the voice note
is not mine neither is it in my character
to incite revenge.
“The Bible clearly urges believers to

leave vengeance to God and I have always
urged all victims of religious bigotry and
violence to obey this injunction.
“And I am particularly heartened that
the parents of Deborah Samuel have
chosen this path.
“For those whose interest is best
served by this wicked and cowardly act
of trying to sully my name, I wish them
well. But certainly it was not done by me
neither did I say such.

Deborah Samuel: Two Suspects Arraigned In Court
A Magistrate Court sitting in Sokoto State
on Monday, remanded two suspects arrested
over the murder of the 200-level student of
Shehu Shagari College of Education, Deborah
Samuel, for alleged blasphemy.
The Police arraigned the two suspects,
Bilyaminu Aliyu and Aminu Hukunchi, who

are also students of the college
The Police reportedly stated that both
suspects were arraigned as a result of the
mob action, which led to Deborah’s lynching,
which led to her death
Although, both suspects pleaded not
guilty to the charges levelled against them

following their arraignment, they were
remanded for further legal steps.
Against this backdrop, the prosecutor,
Inspector Khalil Musa, prayed the court for
another date to enable the Police to complete
its investigation.
However, the defence counsels, led by

Professor Mansur Ibrahim, who did not
oppose the application, pleaded with the
court to grant the defendants bail.
Ibrahim cited sections 157, 161(a,f) and
164 of the administration of criminal justice
law of Sokoto State, as well as 36(5) of the
1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic
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FG May Defy Order
On $60m Cargo
Tracking Contract
Award
The Federal Government is likely to
defy an order by a Federal High Court,
barring parties from going ahead, in
relation to the award of the disputed
60million dollars International
Cargo Tracking Note (ICTN) contract
initiated by the immediate past
Minister of Transportation, Rotimi
Amaechi.
The Federal High Court in Abuja,
in the past, had issued an order,
restraining Amaechi, from taking
any further step on the contract
award, till the resolution of the suit,
lodged against him and some others
in respect of the contract.
A memo prepared by the Federal
Ministry of Transportation showed
that matters arising from the contract
will be tabled before the weekly
Federal Executive Council (FEC)
meeting for approval and award.
The memo titled “Memorandum
for approval for the implementation
of International Cargo Tracking
Note in Nigeria through public
private partnership arrangement.”
As sighted by newsmen recently,
marked: EC(2022) was signed by
Rotimi Amaechi on April 12, 2022,
but received at the office of the
Permanent Secretary, Cabinet Affairs
Office on April 20, 2022.
It reads in part: “The purpose of
this memorandum is to seek the
consideration and approval of the
Federal Executive Council (FEC) for
the implementation of International
Cargo Tracking Note In Nigeria
by Messrs MTS Cargo & Logistics
Limited through Build Operate
and Transfer (BOT) Public Private
Partnership arrangement at an
initial capital Investment currently
modelled at the sum sixty million
dollars (US$60,000,000) to be funded
100% through equity by the company
for a concession period of 15 years.”
It added that the arrangement
provides for “a revenue sharing ratio
of 92.5per cent: 7per cent in favour of
the Federal Government represented
by the Nigerian Shippers Council and
Private Consortium respectively:
after deduction of processing cost as
well as the Full Business Case (FBC)
for the project.
“Certainly, the voice is not mine, the
sentiment is not mine and the grammer
is not mine.
“I therefore urge all my friends and
family to ignore this malicious act. It
will backfire on the evil men”.
“Meanwhile, Iam prepared for court
action against those trying to malign my
name through this spurious voice note
and they will be made to have their field
day in court”, the statement said.

of Nigeria as amended.
The court, however, adjourned ruling on
the application to a later date which would
be communicated to the lawyers.
The defendants were however, ordered
to be remanded at the Sokoto Correctional
Centre.
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Take Aways From President Buhari’s Brief, Productive Visit To Abidjan (II)
According to him, this reality is what reinforces
Nigeria’s commitment to the United Nations
Convention to Combat Desertification 2018-2030
Strategic Framework, geared towards mitigating
the effects of desertification, land degradation and
drought. In line with this, he urged the Parties to seize
the momentum created by the conference to accelerate
their commitments to achieving land degradation
neutrality in order to restore the productivity of vast
expanses of degraded land, improve the livelihood of
more than 1.3 billion people and reduce the impact of
drought in the affected regions.
President Buhari saw in the theme “Land, Life,
Legacy: From scarcity to prosperity” as a clarion call
to action for global leaders to halt and reverse the
three “Ds” planetary land crises of desertification,
degradation and drought, as envisioned by the
United Nations Decade on Ecosystem Restoration;
and to restore our lands, in order to fulfill our food,
water and energy needs. He charged the international
community to demonstrate enough political will and
commitment towards the realization of the pledge to
restore one billion hectares of land by 2030, which
should hopefully save humanity from starvation and
preserve the planet for future generations.
President Buhari welcomed the UNCCD’s goal of
land degradation neutrality and went on to highlight
Nigeria’s commitment to its National Action Plan
which is being implemented through National Policies,
Institutional and Legislative Framework, Sectoral
Programmes and Partnership Building that have been
put in place to address the problem of drought and
desertification.
For example, he reported establishment of an early
drought warning system that involves local people in
designing, implementing and managing of natural
resources conservation programmes for combating
desertification and ameliorating the effects of drought.
Furthermore, Nigeria has been collaborating with
development partners in areas of training, research,
development and transfer of affordable and acceptable
environmentally friendly technologies to mitigate
drought and desertification.
Nigeria has also revised its National Forest Policy in
2020 which he said is a remarkable improvement on
the previous one which had been in use since 2006.
The country has also launched the National Strategy
on Combating Wildlife and Forest Crime in 2022. The
new policies are anchored on the need for continuous
socio-economic development that will provide optimal
benefits to the people and government of Nigeria in a
sustainably managed environment.
There are also Forestry Programmes implemented
by Forestry Research Institute of Nigeria to tackle the
problems of desertification through the establishment
of woodlots, shelterbelts and windbreaks. Through
these programmes, the government is able to establish
a Green Wall or Shelterbelt across the frontline States
over hundred kilometers in width, stretching from the

Northwest to the Northeast of the country.
Nigeria, reported the President, has also
established a National Forestry Trust Fund aimed at
improving afforestation programmes in the country,
ensuring sustainable financing from non-government
sources for the restoration of Nigeria’s forest estates
and reserves and production of landscapes in order to
achieve significant increase in our forest cover.
Through the nation’s National Afforestation
Programme under the green bond project, Nigeria has
successfully forested over Six Million, One Hundred
And Ninety-One Thousand, Three Hundred And SixtyThree Hectares of land through the green bond project.
The target is to increase the nation’s forest cover to
Twenty-Five percent in line with global best practices
and also in fulfilment of the pledge he made at the
74th Session of the United Nations General assembly
in September, 2019, of planting Twenty-Five Million
trees towards achieving restoration of degraded forest
reserves and other landscapes nationwide.
Nigeria has also expanded protected areas by
creating ten additional National Parks, including two
(2) Marine Protected Areas, cutting across the various
ecological zones of the country, and accelerated the
implementation of the ongoing Ogoni Clean-up for
restoration of polluted land as well as implementation
of the Great Green Wall programme hinged on
ecological restoration and rehabilitation of degraded
land in the Southern part of the country.
The National Agency of the Great Green Wall in
Nigeria has made progress in land restoration of
over Three Thousand Eight Hundred and Ninety-two
hectares of land.
Furthermore, the Federal Government of Nigeria,
in partnership with the World Bank, expended
enormous resources to establish Agricultural
Development Programmes in all the Thirty-Six States
of the Federation and the Federal Capital Territory.
The ADPs operate the Training and Visit system of

“

President Buhari over
the years has shown
the world that he is at
the forefront of world
leaders determined
working to save the
planet ...

unified extension system covering the areas of Crop
Production and Protection, Livestock Production and
Animal Health, Fisheries, Agro-forestry and Gender
related issues in Agriculture popularly referred to as
Women-In-Agriculture.
He gave assurances that Nigeria is dedicated to
fulfill the pledge to the African Forest Landscape
Restoration Initiative that seeks to restore 100 million
hectares of degraded and deforested landscapes by
2030 in response to the Bonn challenge. To date, the
initiative has 128 million hectares in pledges from
32 African countries. In 2017, Nigeria committed
to restore 4 million hectares of degraded forest
landscapes under the AFR100 initiative. So far, over
Five Hundred and Fifty-Five Thousand, Four Hundred
and Eight Hectares of land restoration have been
recorded, including the planting of Fifteen Million
tree seedlings covering over Twelve Thousand, Five
Hundred Hectares of deforested lands.
On finance, domestically, the President said that
the country has made efforts for funding a pipeline
of projects in our path to a greener economy and
that Nigeria has issued its first and second Sovereign
Green Bonds. So far, two rounds of the green bond
have successfully been executed. The first round of the
green bond amounted to $27.3 million, the second
amounted to more than $41 million. We are currently
on the verge of launching the third green bond to the
tune of $68.7 million. Through the instrumentality
of the green bond programme, innovative funding
streams are being unlocked in order to finance
environmentally and climate friendly projects with
focus on both adaptation and mitigation.
In reiterating Nigeria’s commitment to the goals of
the conference, the President highlighted the major
obstacle, which is finance, and used the platform to
appeal for the redemption of the pledges made by
International Technical and Financial Partners to
provide the $19 billion dollars as assistance to the
Green Wall Member Countries to enable them meet
their commitments.
Although the meeting was focused on the problems
of desertification and drought, the President
observed that without a peaceful world, there can be
no development. In the light of this, he called for a
ceasefire and cessation of conflicts where they exist
and especially the Russian – Ukraine war. “We call on
all the parties to return to the negotiation table with a
view to putting an end to this needless conflict,” said
the President.
As a leader, President Buhari over the years has
shown the world that he is at the forefront of world
leaders determined working to save the planet from
the ill-effects of climate change.
In this role as the President of the Conference of
Presidents and Heads of Government of the Great
Green Wall countries, he has found a perfect chance to
do for Sub-Saharan Africa, what he is doing at home in
Nigeria. This, he is determined to do.
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